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Subsurface pressure and temperature variations can alter rock properties both near and
relatively far from the disturbance, causing detectable changes in seismic traveltimes. In this
thesis, I first use traveltime variations to study velocity changes around a heated prototype
nuclear waste storage tunnel. Then I model and invert compaction-induced multicomponent
time shifts from depressurizing petroleum reservoirs.
Heaters inside the tunnel replicate the thermal output of decaying radioactive waste,
heating the tunnel over two years and maintaining a constant temperature for another two
years. Time-lapse velocity models were constructed using temperature-dependent velocity
data for granite and thermal profiles from boreholes in the tunnel wall. Matching check-shot
and modeled waveforms indicate that the tunnel temperature can be monitored using seismic
data. Further, the smooth, unperturbed velocity field lacks spatial perturbations, suggesting
that no fluid or steam was present around the tunnel near the receiver array during the
experiment. However, the combination of changing velocities and non-elastic, stress-induced
acoustic emissions near the tunnel crown suggest that damage to the rock may occur.
To study time shifts around a compacting reservoir, I employ geomechanical modeling
of the compaction-induced stress/strain fields. Strain-dependent stiffness perturbations are
obtained from the nonlinear theory of elasticity. Then full-waveform multicomponent seis-
mic data are generated by finite-differences and used to estimate the time shifts of P-, S-,
and PS-waves. P-wave time shifts are strongly influenced by compaction-induced velocity
anisotropy around the reservoir. S-wave anisotropy is almost negligible, but S-wave shifts are
2-3 times larger than those of P-waves. PS-wave time-shift behavior significantly varies with
the reflection point. Spatial time-shift distributions are exploited to study the sensitivity of
each wave type to reservoir pressure (∆P ) and length (L). The analysis shows that time
shifts are nonlinear in stiffness and, therefore, reservoir pressure for large values of ∆P .
iii
A hybrid global/gradient inversion algorithm requiring neither Jacobian or Hessian com-
putations is developed to invert noise-contaminated time shifts for reservoir pressure and
length. Numerical testing shows that P-wave shifts from the top of the reservoir produce
accurate estimates of ∆P and L, even for noisy data. If multicomponent data are available,
S-wave time shifts and those of all wave types combined from reflectors beneath the reservoir
yield accurate estimates of ∆P . The strain fields for the best inverted models do not deviate
from the actual strains by more than 20%.
The thesis results suggest which wave types and reflectors provide the most accurate
estimates of changing reservoir parameters and compaction-induced stress/strain fields. This
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4.1 Reservoir geometry after Fuck et al. (2009b) and Smith and Tsvankin (2012).
Pore-pressure (Pp = Pfluid) reduction inside the reservoir results in an aniso-
tropic velocity field due to the excess stress and strain. The reservoir is com-
posed of and embedded in homogeneous Berea sandstone (VP = 2300 m/s,
VS = 1640 m/s, ρ = 2140 kg/m
3) with the following third-order stiffness co-
efficients: C111 = −13, 904 GPa, C112 = 533 GPa, and C155 = 481 GPa (Sarkar
et al., 2003). The effective stress coefficient α is introduced in equation 4.1.
The coefficient ξ scales fluid pressure with respect to its initial value (see
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markers in Figure 4.2). In this and the following figures, ∆P is the percent-
age change in reservoir fluid pressure, which can be expressed through the
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by the white asterisk on top. Reflectors A, B, and C from Figure 4.2 are
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1.1 Time-lapse seismic signatures for tunnels and hydrocarbon reservoirs
Changes in subsurface temperature and pressure alter material properties both at the
disturbance and in the surrounding medium. The resulting stiffness (velocity) perturbations
change the traveltimes of P-, S-, and PS-waves, resulting in advanced or delayed arrivals.
These time shifts can be used to estimate the size of the disturbances and study the physical
processes that create the time-lapse response. Time-lapse seismic is typically referred to as
“4D seismic” because it often involves comparison of 3D surveys acquired at different times.
In this thesis I discuss the estimation of thermal changes within a scale-prototype nuclear
waste storage tunnel, as well as the inversion for the properties of a compacting reservoir.
In the latter case the reservoir pressure drop (∆P ) and length (longest dimension, L) are
obtained from stress/strain-induced time shifts of reflected waves.
Nuclear waste disposal tunnels are built to store radioactive materials from decom-
missioned reactors and weapons. Storage is in close-proximity containers, such that the
heat of sub-critical decay may reach several hundred degrees Celsius. A number of “check-
shots” were recorded at a seismic array placed around a prototype tunnel during heating and
steady-state high temperatures. These data were simulated using elastic seismic modeling,
temperature probe data, and temperature-based velocity models of the surrounding rock.
Time shifts of waves crossing the heated region near the tunnel may be correlated directly to
the temperature at the tunnel wall. Perturbations of the traveltimes of the shifted arrivals
can indicate the presence of water or steam in the surrounding rock. Detecting damage to
the rock, or the presence of fluids near the tunnel is important for inferring whether or not
containment has been breached, which could result in radioactive material being carried into
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nearby aquifers.
The thesis focuses primarily on modeling and inverting the multicomponent time shifts
from a depressurizing reservoir. Fluid pressure changes (∆P ) inside the reservoir cause dis-
placement, stress, and strain both in the reservoir itself and in the surrounding medium.
Aggregate rock and fluid responses to the pressure drop may be quite complicated, as the
rock matrix is altered with applied stress. Also, fluid drainage or replacement by water or
gases that bubble out of solution can change the bulk modulus of the reservoir. Further, the
shear modulus can change dramatically, resulting in different responses for P- and S-waves.
Production-induced contraction of the reservoir “projects” stress and strain changes into the
surrounding rock. The production-induced stress/strain varies with reservoir dimensions,
pressure drop, material stiffnesses, strain-sensitivity coefficients, and other parameters. It
induces velocity anisotropy for P-waves that extends well beyond the reservoir volume. Ve-
locity changes for S-waves are mostly isotropic, but can be large beneath the reservoir.
4D seismic has proved to be a valuable tool to determine how hydrocarbons are be-
ing swept through a reservoir to the production wells, and which regions have been left
undrained. Migrated images from time-lapse surveys processed using “cross-equalization”
(survey matching) techniques yield time-shift volumes that highlight pressure or saturation
changes in the reservoir (Rickett and Lumley, 1998, 2001; Calvert, 2005; Magnesan et al.,
2005). 4D seismic can help dramatically increase hydrocarbon production by revealing over-
looked/unproduced reserves and guiding drilling/production strategies for their recovery.
Time-lapse seismic can also be used to map areas of elevated production-induced sub-
surface stress and strain that can shear or snap wells, resulting in significant cost for repairs,
side-tracking, or total well replacement. Geomechanical modeling of production-induced
compaction/subsidence and excess stress/strain is necessary for 4D seismic analysis, and
requires knowledge of physical properties of the reservoir and overburden rock (McCann and
Wilts, 1951; Geertsma, 1973; Kosloff et al., 1980). Examples of significant and damaging
production-related surface subsidence include:
• 10 m maximum, over a 5.6 km diameter region at Wilmington Field, Long Beach, CA,
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from 1928-1974 (McCann and Wilts, 1951; Geertsma, 1973; Strehle, 1987)
• 8 meters at Ekofisk Field, North Norwegian Sea (Guilbot and Smith, 2002)
• 5.6+ meters at Valhall, Southern Norwegian Sea (Olofsson et al., 2003; Barkved and
Kristiansen, 2005), increasing by 0.25 m/year.
Predicting this subsidence using geomechanical modeling can mitigate possible damage to
existing wells, pipelines, and other facilities.
Although not discussed in the thesis, compaction-induced strains can also cause or
reactivate normal and reverse faulting in the overburden, leading to earthquakes (Zoback,
2007; Roste, 2007). For example, several earthquakes with magnitudes up to approximately
4.4 occurred around the Torrence/Wilmington field at Long Beach, CA in the early 1930’s,
with a maximum measured subsidence of 1.48 meters reached by 1945 (Strehle, 1987). Thus,
potentially damaging earthquakes may occur near the reservoir before any visual indications
of subsidence are noticed.
1.2 Existing methods for time-shift analysis
Most existing approaches for computing and inverting seismic time shifts from com-
pacting reservoirs are limited to analysis/modeling of vertical compaction/strain (εzz) only.
These methods assume thin, infinitely wide horizontal layers and neglect horizontal and shear
strain. The simplest approach to computing or inverting zero-offset (stacked) time shifts is
to relate them to the change in the vertical thickness of the reservoir interval (Barkved and
Kristiansen, 2005). However, this approach neglects compaction/subsidence of the overbur-
den, and using time shifts for this purpose results in errors as large as 60% (Roste, 2007).
An approach that can be applied to both compacting overburden and the reservoir expresses
the P-wave vertical time shifts (∆t) as a function of fractional perturbations in thickness










where t is the vertical traveltime, z is the vertical thickness of the reservoir layer, and v is
the P-wave velocity. One of the most commonly used methods for computing vertical strains




= (1 + R) εzz , (1.2)
where “the dimensionless value, R, denotes the ratio between traveltime changes due to ve-
locity changes and path length changes” (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005). Bathija et al. (2009)
catalog several measurements of R obtained using field data and rock-physics lab experi-
ments.
Hodgson et al. (2007) follow the “nuclei of strain” method similar to that of McCann
and Wilts (1951), Segall (1992), and Barkved and Kristiansen (2005) to invert for pressure
changes in thin, semi-infinite reservoirs using time-lapse data. The same approach was
previously used by Geertsma (1973) to compute surface subsidence for disk-shaped reservoirs.
For these methods, the estimated time shifts that yield the vertical strains using equation
1.2 are typically computed from zero-offset, post-stack/migrated sections. These strains are
modeled as a function of pressure change (∆P ) at a center of dilation (nuclei of strain)
via the vertical displacement uz for a subsurface observation point x. The displacement is
expressed as a Green’s function gi(x, ξ) for the compacting nuclei (which are assumed to
reside in a half-space) (McCann and Wilts, 1951; Mindlin and Cheng, 1950a,b; Sen, 1951;






∆P (ξ, t) gi(x, ξ)dV , (1.3)
where µ is the shear modulus and α is an effective stress coefficient describing the response
of the aggregate fluid and rock matrix (Hofmann et al., 2005; Schutjens et al., 2004; Zoback,
2007). For dry media, α is known as the Biot-Willis coefficient. The associated total strain















Thus, the total strain at any observation point is the sum of the individual strains produced
by all volumes (“nuclei”) undergoing pressure changes. In general, however, all components of
the strain tensor from equation 1.4 are nonzero, and the time-lapse signatures are influenced
by horizontal and shear strains. A simplified version of this equation is shown for the
multicompartment reservoir model in Figure 1.1. The strong reflections (A-E) in the top
part of the figure can be used to measure time shifts, as described in this thesis.
Due to the large thickness of the overburden, cumulative time shifts presented in the
literature appear to be caused primarily by overburden changes rather than compaction
inside the reservoir (Rickett et al., 2007; Hatchell and Bourne, 2005; De Gennaro et al.,
2008). Stress concentrations and time shifts are often correlated with locations of reservoir
compaction and with producing or injector wells (Rickett et al., 2007). Because migration
and stack alter arrival times and amplitudes (via NMO stretch, stacking/smearing, etc.), it
is preferable to calculate time shifts using prestack cross-correlation or similar methods.
It is well known that reservoir compaction produces not just vertical strain. Hence,
offset-dependent time shifts cannot be computed without accounting for triaxial stress/strain
changes around the reservoir using geomechanical modeling (Herwanger, 2008; Fuck et al.,
2009a). Herwanger (2008) presents stress measurements from both inside and outside the
reservoir indicating that the dominant stress state changes in each region, and requires the
use of triaxial-stress formulations. Further, laboratory experiments demonstrate that triaxial
stress induces anisotropy in rock samples (Scott, 2007).
Whereas previous expressions for nuclei of strain focus on vertical strains only, several
formulations for computing total triaxial stress fields around an inclusion undergoing pressure
or thermal changes have been developed and implemented for different applications (Eshelby,
1959; Hu, 1989; Downs and Faux, 1995; Davies, 2003). Geomechanical modeling in this thesis
follows these methodologies. Thus, I assume an initially unstressed, homogeneous, isotropic
material, for which the effective pressure (Peff) in the region designated as the reservoir
depends on the changes in pore fluid pressure (Pfliud):
Peff = Pc − α Pfluid = Pc − α (ξP ◦fluid) , (1.5)
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Figure 1.1. Multicompartment model of a reservoir. Top - Seismic data contain strong reflec-
tions above and below reservoir (highlighted), as well as at the reservoir top. These reflection
events may be isolated and used to measure production-induced time shifts. Bottom - hy-
pothetical production-induced strain perturbations around a three-compartment reservoir
model (see equation 1.4). The geomechanical modeling developed for this thesis is designed
to build accurate reservoir models with multiple compartments. Seismic data from Whitley,
P.K., 1992, The geology of Heidrun: A giant oil and gas field on the Mid-Norwegian shelf, in
Giant Oil and Gas Fields of the Decade 1978-1988, AAPG c©1992, reprinted by permission
of the AAPG, whose permission is required for further use.
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where Pc is the confining pressure of the overburden column, P
◦
fliud is the initial fluid pres-
sure, and the coefficient ξ is responsible for scaling reservoir depressurization. Finite-element
geomechanical modeling software (COMSOL AB, 2008) can compute the pressure-induced
triaxial stress/strain around single and multicompartment reservoirs (Figure 1.1). The bulk
and Young’s moduli and Poisson ratio for geomechanical modeling are calculated using re-
duced velocities to account for differences between dynamic (high-frequency) and static (low-
frequency) displacements (Yale and Jamieson, 1994; Fuck et al., 2009b; Fjær, 2009).
Strain changes in the medium around a compacting reservoir alter the second-order
stiffnesses cijkl that control elastic wave propagation. The stiffness perturbations can be
modeled using the so-called nonlinear theory of elasticity (Hearmon, 1953; Thurston and








ijkl + cijklmn ∆emn , (1.6)
where c◦ijkl is the stiffness tensor of the background (unperturbed) medium, cijklmn is the
sixth-order “strain-sensitivity” tensor, and ∆emn is the excess strain tensor. Explicit ex-
pressions for computing the strain-induced changes of the stiffness coefficients are given in
Appendix D of Fuck (2009), and experimental measurements of cijklmn for Berea sandstone
can be found in Sarkar et al. (2003). The influence of stiffness perturbations on reflection
traveltimes is described in Chapter 4, following the Fermat/ray-based traveltime perturba-
tion integral of Fuck et al. (2009b).
I initialize reservoir pressure assuming that the effective pressure (stress) is zero, which
permits the study of stress/strain due to compaction. Because strain in our geomechanical
model is linear in reservoir pressure, stiffness changes are due only to the difference between
the initial and final pressure state of the reservoir (i.e., identical pressure drops generate
identical stiffness changes). This is not true for if the strain variation with pressure is
nonlinear, as discussed in the conclusions and Appendix D. Because velocity is nonlinear in
stiffness, traveltime shifts become nonlinear in pressure and stress/strain for large pressure
and stiffness changes (see Chapter 4).
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1.3 Research/modeling strategy and benefits
Figure 1.1 shows a seismic section from the Heidrun sandstone reservoir located in the
Norwegian sector of the North Sea (Whitley, 1992). The data contain several prominent
reflections from interfaces in the overburden (labeled A,B), at the top of the reservoir (C),
and beneath it (D,E). I will show that time-shift patterns for each reflector vary with de-
pressurization and by wave type. The lower portion of the figure shows a simple reservoir
model comprised of three rectangular compartments. Each compartment experiences differ-
ent pressure reductions (∆Pi), and is characterized by the effective stress coefficients (αi)
that describe the response of the rock and fluid to applied stress. The stress/strain field
[σ(x, z)] at any point in the medium is obtained as the superposition of the stress/strain
fields of the individual compartments (equation 1.4). An example of this type is discussed
in Chapter 4, but I primarily study single-compartment models.
In the thesis, compaction/strain-induced time shifts for each reflector are computed by
modeling and processing multicomponent full-waveform seismic data. The modeling results
are used to study P-, S-, and PS-wave time-shift trends around the reservoir and invert for
reservoir properties (specifically, pressure drop ∆P and compartment length L). Whereas
wells can monitor pressure, strain, etc., only at a finite number of locations, time-shift inver-
sion can reconstruct the pressure distribution inside the reservoir and the stress/strain field
in the surrounding medium. This can reveal isolated (non-communicating) compartments
and identify stress anomalies around the reservoir.
A multicompartment reservoir possesses a total strain field close to that of a similarly-
sized “effective” single-compartment reservoir, which is indicated by the large shaded oval
in the bottom part of Figure 1.1. However, perturbations of the total stress/strain field
that are most relevant to drilling and production decisions are due to inter-compartment
variations in pressure and the effective stress coefficient. These variations are indicated by
the secondary, vertical ovals in the hypothetical strain distribution around the reservoir. The
methodology and software described in the thesis are designed to process and estimate time
shifts for many forward models and multiple shot gathers without human intervention. It
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allows the user to automatically estimate, analyze and, potentially, invert multicomponent
time shifts for both modeled and actual 4D field seismic data.
1.4 Thesis outline and related publications
Chapter 2 of this thesis (Smith and Snieder, 2010) discusses the analysis/inversion
of temperature-dependent velocity around a prototype super-heated nuclear waste disposal
tunnel at Yucca Mountain, NV. Rock-physics properties measured in the lab are applied to
construct temperature-dependent velocity models that reproduce time-shifted arrival trends
recorded by a receiver array surrounding the tunnel. P- and SV-waveforms are simulated
for the reservoir using velocity models based on the temperature dependence of dry granite,
which possesses similar quartz content to that of the volcanic tuff of Yucca Mountain. Good
agreement of the modeled SV-waveforms with field data obtained from borehole seismometers
located near the tunnel validates the velocity model, and also infers the absence of fluids,
which would locally perturb the arrivals around the tunnel.
In chapter 3 (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012), I investigate the spatial distributions of P-,
S-, and PS-wave time shifts around a simple compacting single-compartment reservoir for
multiple source locations. The modeling reveals the degree of S- and PS-wave anisotropy
and the range of time shifts for reflectors at different depths. The resulting P-wave time-
shift patterns agree with previous results obtained by Fuck et al. (2009b) using ray tracing,
and are strongly influenced by velocity anisotropy caused by deviatoric (shearing) strains
around the reservoir. In addition to rectangular reservoirs, I also investigate time shifts for
elliptically-shaped reservoirs and reservoirs with mild tilt.
Chapter 4 (Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b), presents a sensitivity analysis of pure-mode
and combined (P-, S-, and PS-wave) time shifts for the single-compartment reservoir. I
compute time shifts for three reflectors located above, below, and at the top of the reservoir
(similar to the interfaces labeled B, C, and D in Figure 1.1) for wide ranges of pressure
drops and compartment dimensions. Whereas the compaction-induced strains are shown
to be linear in pressure drop, the variation of time shifts with ∆P is linear only for small
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strain and stiffness perturbations. I also study time-shift variations due to perturbations
of the strain-sensitivity coefficients and extend the analysis to multicompartment reservoir
models. For a two-compartment reservoir model (similar to that in Figure 1.1) with small
strains, the superimposed stress/strain fields of the individual compartments generate time
shifts equivalent to those of a single compartment with identical ∆P . Differences between
pressure drops in the two compartments result in perturbations to the strain field and changes
in the time-shift distribution.
Chapter 5 (Smith and Tsvankin, 2013a), introduces a hybrid gradient/global inversion
algorithm to invert pure-mode and combined (P-, S-, and PS-wave) time shifts from different
reflectors for the pressure drop and length (and thus strains) of a single-compartment reser-
voir. The data from the reference model are contaminated with different levels of noise to
test the sensitivity of the inversion algorithm. Because the time shifts are shown in Chapter
4 to be nonlinear in pressure at higher levels of reservoir depletion, it is essential to apply a
technique that incorporates positive aspects of gradient and global inversion methods. The
strain differences between the reference model and those corresponding to the best-case P-
and S-wave inversions help gauge the accuracy of the reconstructed strain field around the
reservoir.
The appendices describe the rock-physics assumptions made for the geomechanical
modeling, and the properties of the inversion algorithm. Also covered in the appendices
are several aspects of future-work recommendations for saturated media, and possible scal-
ing of laboratory-measured strain-sensitivity coefficients for applications to field data.
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Chapter 2
SEISMIC MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOTYPE HEATED
NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE TUNNEL, YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NV
A paper published in Geophysics1
Steven Smith2,3,4 and Roel Snieder5
2.1 Abstract
We have developed seismic velocity models for the heated rock surrounding a tunnel
in Yucca Mountain tuff, and compared the results with field data obtained at the Yucca
Mountain drift scale test (DST) facility from 1998 to 2002. During that time the tunnel
was heated to replicate the effects of long-term storage of decaying nuclear waste, and to
study the effects of extreme temperatures on the surrounding rock and groundwater flow.
Our models use borehole temperature data, thermal constructions, and laboratory data for
granite. Comparisons between field and synthetic seismograms show that super-heating of
the rock around the tunnel causes thermally induced variations in P- and S wave arrival time
separation. Barring out-of-plane reflections, 2-D spectral element waveform modeling in the
source plane consistently replicates seismic receiver waveforms and classic behavior of pulses
reflected from cylinders. Our models constrain the in situ V −1dV/dT velocity/temperature
derivative of the tuff to be approximately −0.5% per 100◦C. This velocity change is consistent
with thermally induced wave speed changes in dry rock samples, and is lower than expected
for water-to-steam conversion in saturated rock. We infer that velocity changes are controlled
1Reprinted with permission of Geophysics, January-February, 2010, 75, no. 1, T1-T8.
2Graduate student, Department of Geophysics, Colorado School of Mines.
3Primary researcher and author.
4Author for correspondence.
5Professor, Department of Geophysics, Colorado School of Mines.
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by thermal expansion and fracturing. Additionally, we present an improved method for
monitoring tunnel conditions that uses waves diffracted around the tunnel in the region of
changing velocity.
2.2 Introduction
The Yucca Mountain complex, located 90 miles NW of Las Vegas, is America’s prototype
facility for the long term storage of high-level nuclear waste from reactors and decommis-
sioned atomic weapons. Radioactive decay of deposited waste is expected to superheat the
storage tunnels, and environmental monitoring during this heating may determine if damage
occurs to the surrounding rock. There is concern that such damage may allow groundwater
to enter and exit, compromise waste containers, and carry contaminants downward to re-
gional aquifers (Spycher et al., 2003). Here we show that super-heating of the rock around
the tunnel causes thermally induced variations in P- and S-wave arrival time separation.
Inverting the P-S separation and velocity field provides insight regarding the spatial extent
and degree of change in the surrounding rock caused by excessive heat.
A small-scale replica of a full-size storage tunnel was heated and monitored from 1998
to 2004 (Yucca Mountain heated drift scale test (DST)) (Tsang et al., 1999; Rutqvist, 2004;
TRW, Inc., 1998). This test tunnel is located within a large block of tuff (welded volcanic
ash) half-way between the surface and water table, and hundreds of meters from major
bounding fault planes (Day et al., 1998). The tunnel was heated to approximately 200◦C
over two years, and maintained at that temperature for the remaining two years. One of
two sets of heating elements is a group of “faux” waste canisters located along the tunnel
axis, with a second set of “wing” heaters extending 15 m into the rock on either side (Figure
2.1a,b). The entire system was simultaneously monitored for hydrological, chemical, seismic,
and similar indications of environmental changes. Figure 2.1(b) shows an end-on view of the
intended nuclear waste storage cylinders and hypothetical ground water saturation (Spycher
et al., 2003). Any groundwater near the high temperature wall of the tunnel is expected
to completely dry out (near ellipse), while groundwater at a distance from the wall may
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undergo a water-to-steam phase transition (far ellipse).
Most current rock property studies tend to focus on sedimentary rocks critical to pet-
roleum exploration and production (Ibrahim and Keller, 1981; Sayers and Chopra, 2009).
However, simultaneous high temperature and pressure wave speed measurements of igneous
rocks similar to Yucca Mountain tuff have also been obtained (Bayuk and Tedeyev, 1974;
Spencer and Nur, 1976; Kern, 1978). Based on these studies we knew that pressure (P) and
shear (S) wave velocities would be sensitive to thermal changes, and we observed such effects
in data gathered around the test tunnel by others (discussed in the next section). Conse-
quently, we hypothesized that these changing wave speeds result from thermal effects, and
also from changing groundwater conditions. Therefore, our objectives were to determine
how P and S velocity perturbations and P-S arrival time separations could delineate the
amount and spatial extent of thermally induced velocity change in the rock, with the hope
of inferring whether not a distribution of groundwater was present, changing, and potentially
effecting tunnel conditions.
We used both a field and modeling approach. We processed and analyzed seismic data
collected during the second through fourth years of the 1998-2002 heating cycle (Rutledge,
2006). These data consist of calibration shots recorded on a receiver array, the intent of which
was to passively detect acoustic emissions associated with stressed rock (Kaiser effect) (Rut-
ledge et al., 2003; Lehtonen, 2005; Grêt et al., 2006) [Figure 2.1(b)]. The calibration shots
were intended to verify functionality of the array after it failed during the first year of heat-
ing. Our velocity models are physical analogs derived by fitting polynomials to laboratory
measurements of wave speeds in dry granite samples (Carmichael, 1989; Grêt et al., 2006).
We used on-site temperature borehole measurements, published thermal models (Rutqvist,
2004), and laboratory data to model spatial distributions of temperature-based velocity
changes around the tunnel. We adjust these models to the in situ background velocities of
tuff using arrival time lags for relative source-receiver distances.
The field data show an increasing separation between P- and S-wave arrivals with in-




Figure 2.1. (a) 3-D Visualization of Yucca Mountain DST tunnel modified from Rutqvist
(2004), via Bechtel SAIC Company (2002), showing experimental tunnel with tempera-
ture monitoring boreholes and “wing” heaters. Seismic source (sledgehammer) location is
in the adjoining observation tunnel. (b) Seismic array receiver locations (triangles), dis-
tributed along the length of the heated tunnel (end-on view). Labeled receivers used on this
study are in the plane of the source perpendicular to the tunnel (CH1 to CH6). Shaded
regions around emplaced nuclear waste storage canister (center) approximate the hypotheti-
cal groundwater dryout (near ellipse), and water-steam/dryout phase transition (far ellipse)
after Spycher(2003).
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Figure 2.2. Example receiver gather for instrument with (X, Z) coordinate of CH3 (Fig-
ure 2.1(b)). Data are aligned to first-breaks and arranged chronologically from bottom to
top (years on right). Calibration events were recorded at non-uniform intervals between
12/21/1998 and 1/14/2002 (inclusive). Light colorbar on right side of data indicates event
numbers where tunnel temperature was increasing. Dark colorbar on right side of data indi-
cates event numbers where temperature was approximately constant near 200◦C. Guidelines
highlight a trend of increasing P-S arrival separation.
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temperature in the tunnel was achieved. These results helped form the comparisons we
sought. We will show that using granite-based velocity modeling constrains in situ velocity
changes at the tunnel wall to approximately −0.5% per 100◦C. Further, the velocity model
parametrization shows the inversion process could serve as a “seismic thermometer” for the
tunnel interior. We discuss how a radial distribution of receivers can exploit diffracted waves
propagating near the tunnel in the region of temperature variation. This array could be used
to monitor changes in the surrounding rock caused by radioactive heating.
2.3 Field Data Processing
A joint effort by Los Alamos, Sandia, Lawrence Livermore, and Lawrence Berkeley
National Labs collected seismic data about the 47.5 meter long, 5 meter diameter tunnel
using receiver locations shown by the triangles in Figure 2.1(b). The entire array is emplaced
along the length of the tunnel, but we focus our analysis on the six receiver channels labeled
“CH1” through “CH6” [Figure 2.1(b), Figure 2.4]. These receivers are co-located with the
source in a plane perpendicular to the tunnel axis. Each receiver is a single-component
instrument assumed to be aligned along the axis of its radially oriented borehole, and of
like electrical polarity. The seismic source was a sledgehammer strike perpendicular to the
tunnel wall located in the adjoining instrumentation drift tunnel 28 meters away, and 6
meters above the axis of the experimental drift, with a useful bandwidth of approximately 2
kHz [Figure 2.1(a)] (TRW, Inc., 1998; Rutledge, 2006). No attempt was made to implement a
control mechanism for consistent source energy output during data collection, and no trigger
information exists with the data set.
We processed the data to remove coherent, band-limited noise and spurious samples
(deglitching). An example receiver gather is shown in Figure 2.2. The time interval between
successive events is not uniform, with calibration shots recorded at random intervals between
December 21, 1998 and January 14, 2002 (inclusive). These dates are indicated by square
data markers in tunnel wall temperature data shown in Figure 2.3(a). Waveforms recorded





Figure 2.3. Data related to VP,S(t) model parametrization as detailed in the text. (a) Tunnel
wall temperature. (b) Minor (vertical) axis of thermal transition zone. (c) and (d) Granite
wave speed data from Carmichael (1989) and Grêt et al. (2006), respectively. (e) and (f)
Extrapolated tuff wave speed models having −0.5% and −2.5% slopes per 100◦C with respect
to ambient velocity. Squares in plot (a) and circles on lines in plots (e) and (f) indicate days
where seismic data are available.
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Figure 2.4. Example initial P-wave velocity model (383 days from intiation of heating)
derived from granite/tuff data in Figures 2.3(c) and 2.3(e). Elliptical geometry due to
presence of “wing” heaters is similar to thermal models shown by Rutqvist (2004). Source
and receivers in the source-plane perpendicular to the tunnel are shown, as in Figure 2.1(b).
a trigger signal, waveforms are aligned by first breaks for correlation analysis. The data
demonstrate an increasing P-S separation that occurs up to approximately two years into
the experiment. Around that date, temperature stabilizes to within 20◦C of the 200◦C
target temperature and the P-S separation remains roughly constant. We observed this
P-S separation trend to varying extents in all of the processed receiver gathers, and we
hypothesized that the trend is caused by changing wave speeds in the neighborhood of the
tunnel resulting from thermal effects and changing groundwater saturation as described in
Ide (1937), Bayuk and Tedeyev (1974), Spencer and Nur (1976), Kern (1978), and Grêt et al.
(2006).
2.4 Velocity Modeling
We constructed temperature-dependent velocity models for the 2D elastic waveform
modeling used to describe wave speed changes in the surrounding rock. We assume the
Yucca Mt. tuff to be isotropic with a density of 2.359 g/cm3, as measured from a borehole
depth of 1000 ft (Martin et al., 1994). Temperature measurements from boreholes extending
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above and below the tunnel were used to constrain ambient velocities and velocity variations
for modeling (Rutqvist, 2004). The data provide temperature as a function of radial distance
from the tunnel wall at 12 month intervals. This allows the extrapolation of a continuous
temperature profile at the tunnel wall over the duration of the experiment [Figure 2.3(a)].
The minor axis of an elliptical thermal/velocity transition zone caused by the core and “wing”
heaters [Figure 2.3(b)] was computed by interpolating the 12-month borehole temperature
data surface at calibration shot temperatures indicated in Figure 2.3(a). Within this elliptical
zone, temperature and velocity measurements transition between values at the heated wall
and ambient conditions in undisturbed rock. Ellipticity of this zone in the velocity models
was based on the ellipticity of a modeled temperature distribution around the tunnel and
“wing” heaters after 12 months of operation, as proposed by Rutqvist (2004). We assumed
that this ellipticity remains constant for all temperatures, resulting in a growing elliptical
thermal velocity perturbation that is directly correlated with temperature values at the
tunnel wall.
Wave speed as a function of temperature from two separate sets of measurements on
granite are used as physical analogs to generate two separate models of Vp(T ) and Vs(T ) for
Yucca Mountain tuff [Figures 2.3(c) and 2.3(d)]. Granite was used to model tuff because
both are igneous rocks with 65− 75% quartz content (Carmichael, 1989; Grêt et al., 2006).
This allows us to constrain the slope of Vp and the Vp/Vs ratio as a function of temperature
using realistic bounds. We assumed that grain size is not a primary velocity control because
fracturing occurs both around and through grains at sufficiently high temperatures and
pressures (Bayuk and Tedeyev, 1974; Batzle et al., 1980).
In general, igneous rocks measured under high temperatures and pressures experience
increasing velocities with increasing pressure. They experience decreasing velocities with
increasing temperature, with a critical temperature where the slope of the velocity curve
changes [see Figure 2.3(d), (Grêt et al., 2006)]. This change in V (T ) slope is attributed
to thermal expansion of matrix components and associated microfracturing (Bayuk and
Tedeyev, 1974; Spencer and Nur, 1976; Kern, 1978; Grêt et al., 2006). The Vp(T ) curves
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from the second set of granite data shown by the solid circles in Figure 2.3(d) demonstrate
an incomplete heating/cooling hysteresis cycle associated with these principles. A single
cycle is indicated in the figure by directional arrows. Branch one shows decreasing velocity
with increasing temperature. Branch two shows decreases in temperature above the critical
temperature where thermal expansion and microfracturing occurs. Grêt et al. (2006) notes
that this branch is also associated with increasing acoustic emissions (Kaiser effect). Branch
three is the cooling branch of the cycle, with a slope similar to the first heating branch
(1) and velocity returning to a lower value at the initial temperature. The open squares
indicate a second heating and cooling cycle where the previous maximum temperature has
not been exceeded, and additional damage does not occur to the matrix. Examples of cycles
for temperatures exceeding the previous critical temperature on samples at atmospheric
pressure are given by Ide (1937). Similar velocity/temperature and stress/strain hysteresis
data have been observed by Bayuk and Tedeyev (1974) and Batzle et al. (1980) respectively.
High confining pressures may limit expansion and fracturing to the matrix (Bayuk and
Tedeyev, 1974), and therefore we limited our use of velocity measurements to an extension
of branch one in Figure 2.3(d) when generating our second tuff model.
Because the seismic data lacks a trigger, relative arrival time lags for a set of receivers
were measured to determine the in situ ambient velocity of Yucca Mountain tuff. Early
calibration shot records and receivers with minimal transgressions of heated regions by the
source/receiver path were used to minimize thermal interference. Knowing the relative dif-
ferences in path length and time lags, an average background velocity of 3600 m/s was
established. This value agrees well with ambient velocities of Yucca Mountain Topopha tuff
of approximately 15% porosity as given by New England Research (2007) and Indian Springs
tuff from the Mines Commonground Database (Batzle and Scales, 2008).
The granite data shown in Figures 2.3(c) and 2.3(d) were fit with polynomials and
the coefficients were adjusted to move the curves downward such that the data match the
in situ ambient velocity of the tuff at the ambient rock temperature. Both curves retain
the slope and Vp/Vs ratio of the granite analogs, resulting in two individual velocity vs.
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temperature models for tuff [Figures 2.3(e) and 2.3(f)]. These models have −0.5% and
−2.5% P-wave velocity slopes with respect to ambient velocities over a 100◦C temperature
variation. Because −2.5% velocity slope granite data in Figure 2.3(d) consists of only Vp
measurements, P/S velocity ratios of the −0.5% velocity slope granite data in Figure 2.3(c)
are used to generate S-wave velocities for the −2.5% velocity slope tuff model. An example
compressional velocity model for the initial event at a temperature of approximately (135◦C)
is shown in Figure 2.4. Note that the seismic calibration shots neither begin at ambient
temperature/velocity conditions, nor continue into the cooling phase when the heaters were
shut down, prohibiting an in situ measurement of a temperature-velocity hysteresis similar
to that of Ide (1937), Bayuk and Tedeyev (1974), or Grêt et al. (2006) [Figure 2.3(d)].
2.5 Model/Data Comparison
We synthesized seismic signals with each velocity/temperature distribution for kine-
matic comparison with pre-processed field data. Model waveforms were generated using
SEM2DPACK spectral element software (Ampuero, 2007), a 2D package that limits analysis
to the receivers that are approximately located in the plane of the seismic source, perpendicu-
lar to the tunnel. Spectral element modeling (Komatitsch and Tromp, 1999; Komatitsch and
Vilotte, 1998) uses a variational integral formulation and interpolating polynomials across
computational mesh elements to solve for displacement. It does not suffer from much of the
dispersion effects and numerical instabilities seen in finite element and finite difference algo-
rithms associated with mesh spacing or interpolation errors (Juhlin, 1995; Levander, 1988;
Virieux, 1986; Muir et al., 1992). Potential, but less useful alternative methods of numer-
ical modeling include smoothing of interfaces and Rotated Staggered Grids, which require
a high number of points per wavelength (Saenger et al., 2000; Bohlen and Saenger, 2006).
The bandwidth of the spectral element modeling is 2 kHz, and field data were zero-phase
low-passed to this bandwidth. The input source for the synthetic seismograms is a Ricker
wavelet of matching bandwidth. Minor variations between model and field waveforms exist
due to reflection and scattering by the connecting access tunnel. Because we seek a simple
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kinematic comparison, no adjustments were made to account for differences in geometrical
spreading in two and three dimensions. In general, both sets of waveforms exhibit structure
comprised of incident, reflected, and converted waves consistent with numerical simulations
by Liu et al. (2000).
Good agreement between modeled data and field are shown in Figure 2.5. The data
shown include all calibration events for a receiver with a source/receiver path crossing most
of the thermal transition zone (CH4), and include both P and S wave arrivals. Data are
aligned to the first break of the P waves, but due to shadowing and interference have a
significantly lower P/S amplitude ratio for this receiver than that of Figure 2.2. Figures
2.6(a) and 2.6(b) zoom in on the alignment of shear wave arrivals for the −0.5% and −2.5%
per 100◦C tuff models respectively. Field data waveforms were preprocessed as described
above and aligned to the first break of the model data for each event. Again, we focus on the
P-S separation as shown in Figure 2.2, as acceptable models should account for this trend.
The vertical line across the shear wave arrivals serves as a reference of constant travel time.
Acceptable agreement between modeled and field waveforms is achieved for models with a
−0.5%/100◦C velocity change, as shown in Figure 2.6(a), while the −2.5%/100◦C velocity
change shown in Figure 2.6(b) is not consistent with the observed waveforms. Unacceptable
velocity models [Figure 2.6(b)] possess incorrect P and S arrival times, but all data are
aligned to the first break of the field data P-waves, so only changes in the S-wave arrival are
displayed. For cases where the slope of the V (T ) models lies between −0.5% and −2.5%/◦C,
we assume a smooth progression between models. The reproduced P-S separation trends in
the models based on temperatures measured at the tunnel wall show that subsurface changes
are detectable, and tunnel wall temperature may be quantified using seismic data.
From a monitoring perspective, we wish to understand changes in the surrounding rock
using the seismic data. Velocity changes in the acceptable models are consistent with dry
laboratory samples. In some cases, thermally induced velocity changes in igneous rocks
may be as high as −2%/100◦C (Guéguen and Palciauskas, 1994). These values exceed
the ≈ −20 m/s (−0.55%/100◦C) maximum velocity change in the acceptable models of
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Figure 2.5. Comparison of waveforms recorded at CH4 (Figure 2.4) showing model (heavy)
vs. field data (thin) for a temperature derivative of −0.5%/100◦C with respect to ambient
temperature and velocity. Calibration-shot event numbers on vertical axis increase at non-
uniform intervals with time and tunnel wall temperature, beginning on 12/3/1998, and
concluding 1/14/2002. Data are aligned to first break of compressional waves to correct for
lack of trigger, as in Figure 2.2. Due to interference effects and location of this receiver in
the tunnel shadow zone, the ratio of P to S amplitudes is lower than other receivers not in
the shadow zone. P-S arrival separation of the model data closely matches the field data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6. Close-ups of CH4 shear wave arrival shot gathers for extrapolated tuff Vp,s(T )
models of Figures 2.3(e) and 2.3(f) having −0.5%/100◦C (a) and −2.5%/100◦C (b) velocity
changes, respectively. Plot style follows previous figure. Model waveforms are darker, heavier
traces. Data are from Channel 4, located below tunnel opposite from source. Shear wave
arrivals show good agreement for models based on −0.5% per 100◦C slope. (Note: all field
and model waveforms in (b), right, arrive at later times than (a), left. This is because field
data waveforms, lacking a trigger, are aligned to the first breaks of the model waveforms,
and the velocity/temperature derivative is greater for waveforms on the right (b).)
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Figure 2.3(e) by at least 3.6 times. Gassmann fluid substitution (Wang, 2001; Smith et al.,
2004; Mavko et al., 2003) using laboratory data obtained from tuff cores acquired 1000 feet
below Yucca Mountain (Martin et al., 1994; Christianson et al., 2004), for water-saturated
rock with fractional gas saturation (< 0.001%, i.e. approaching T = 100◦C) and water-
to-steam bulk modulus changes (∆T ≥ 100◦C) (Wang, 2001) gives P and S wave velocity
changes approaching 200 m/s and 125 m/s, respectively (5.5% and 3.5% of background Vp).
These values exceed the maximum velocity change in the acceptable models by a factor
of about 6.25. Total bulk modulus is also controlled by thermal expansion and change in
fracture pore space (Spencer and Nur, 1976). Total porosity is the initial pore space plus
any space caused by fracturing (fracture porosity). Mechanisms for altering this fracture
porosity include changes to the matrix properties with temperature, deviatoric stress from
tunnel emplacement, and compression by the overlying mass column. Thermal expansion
can fracture rocks of differing mineral content and increase fracture porosity. Deviatoric
stresses can increase fracture porosity by forcing open existing fractures or compressing small
fragments in existing fractures (Batzle et al., 1980). Occurrence of fracturing is supported by
localization of microseisms around the tunnel by Rutledge et al. (2003). These circumstances
imply that velocity changes observed in this seismic data, within the region subtended by the
seismic array, are governed primarily by a change in the properties of the rock matrix, and
fracture porosity changes. Were significant amounts of water present in the region around
the tunnel, we would expect more significant changes in the velocity (Bayuk and Tedeyev,
1974).
In addition to constraints on the velocity, numerical modeling shows the presence of a
diffracted wave (“Franz” wave) propagating in the shadow zone of the tunnel. This wavefront
is oriented normal to the tunnel and propagates around its surface. It has been described
analytically (Gilbert and Knopoff, 1959) and observed experimentally by Neubauer and
Dragonette (1970). The wave can be clearly seen propagating over the upper surface of the
tunnel in the modeled data of Figure 2.7(a), extending toward the receiver labeled “CH3”




Figure 2.7. (a) A snapshot of the numerically modeled wavefield shows a Franz (diffracted)
wave propagating over the tunnel crown. Lines of constant phase are normal to the tun-
nel near the wall, having a velocity-dependent increase in curvature with increasing radial
distance. Because the Franz wave propagates about the tunnel in the temperature/velocity
transition zone, measurement of its arrival times as a function of distance from the tunnel
wall is a potential tool for monitoring tunnel conditions. (b) Suggested improvements to
the existing array consist of surface and radially emplaced receivers (diamonds) to measure
passage and curvature of Franz wavefronts about the tunnel.
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tunnel, but with attenuated amplitude due to interference caused by asymmetry of the
tunnel system. Comparison of numerical modeling to the seismic data indicates potential
candidates for Franz wave arrivals, but poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in the field data
precludes definite identification or analysis of these waves. Low Franz wave SNR occurs
because the receiver array did not include elements located sufficiently close to the thermal
transition zone. Franz wave sensitivity to velocity changes near the tunnel suggests that
future monitoring of rock conditions may be achieved by observing transit times of the Franz
wave around the surface of the tunnel or differential arrival times of the curved wavefront
by a linear array extending radially from the tunnel wall. Suggested array improvements for
this purpose are shown in Figure 2.7(b).
2.6 Conclusions
Processing of seismic data from the Yucca Mountain heated drift scale test (DST) of
1998-2002 shows clear changes in P-S wavelet separation as a function of time and temp-
erature. We developed temperature-based velocity models for Yucca Mountain tuff derived
from thermal borehole data, thermal simulations, and laboratory measurements of temper-
ature dependent velocity in granite. These models were used to synthesize seismograms at
receivers in-plane with the seismic source, and the simulated wavefields compare well with
known theoretical and experimental wavefields about cylinders. Kinematic comparison of
field and synthetic waveforms shows that well-constrained velocity models replicate the P-S
arrival separation as a function of temperature. Therefore, changes in the surrounding rock
can be detected seismically, and temperature values at the tunnel wall can be inferred from
the data. Good agreement with wave speed models having a −0.5%/100◦C velocity change
is consistent with dry sample data from laboratory measurements. However, this velocity
change is low relative to expected values from literature or expected velocity change due
to water-to-steam conversion as computed via the Gassmann equation. Therefore, we infer
velocity changes to be controlled by thermal expansion and dynamic fracture porosity. Lo-
calizations of induced seismicity support thermal expansion and fracturing as the primary
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velocity control.
Traveltime perturbations due to thermally induced wave speed changes may be applied
as a secondary or remote method for measuring temperature changes inside the tunnel.
Unfortunately, the current dataset suffers from irregular shot intervals, high levels of noise,
and an array configuration unintended for sampling the region of temperature change. Thus,
as shown here, this process requires that one knows velocity vs. temperature relations with
good accuracy. Diffracted phases propagating in the shadow zone of the tunnel should
exhibit greatest sensitivity to changes in temperature and velocity near the tunnel, and will
be useful monitoring tools if a linear array of receivers extending outward from the tunnel
wall is installed.
Future experiments of this type would benefit from a dense arrangement of receivers
in the region of temperature change. Additional receivers located near the source, and far
from the tunnel, would improve estimations of source signature and background velocities. A
proper trigger mechanism is desireable to improve precision. Seismic control data collected
prior to heating, as well as data collected in the cooling phase should be analyzed to monitor
velocity hysteresis cycles indicating potential change or stabilization of the surrounding rock.
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Chapter 3
MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF COMPACTION-INDUCED
TRAVELTIME SHIFTS FOR MULTICOMPONENT SEISMIC DATA
A paper published in Geophysics1
Steven Shawn Smith2,3,4 and Ilya Tsvankin5
3.1 Abstract
Modeling of time shifts associated with time-lapse (4D) seismic surveys is helpful in
evaluating reservoir depressurization and inverting for subsurface stress. Using coupled ge-
omechanical and full-waveform seismic modeling, we study the influence of compaction-
induced stress and strain around a simplified reservoir on compressional (P), shear (S), and
mode-converted (PS) waves. We estimate compaction-induced time shifts and analyze their
dependence on reflector depth and pressure drop inside the reservoir. Time shifts between
synthetic baseline and monitor surveys are obtained by processing techniques that are poten-
tially applicable to field data. Although P-wave time shifts for reflectors in the overburden
are indicative of induced anisotropy, their magnitude is 2-3 times smaller than that of S-wave
time-shifts from reflectors beneath the reservoir. We also investigate the contributions of the
deviatoric and volumetric stains to the time shifts for all three modes. Time shifts for S-
and PS-waves are strongly influenced by elevated volumetric and deviatoric strains inside
the reservoir. Almost constant S-wave time shifts for a range of offsets and source locations
indicate that the contribution of stress-induced velocity anisotropy to shear-wave signatures
1Reprinted with permission of Geophysics, November-December, 2012, 77, no. 6, T221-T237.
2Graduate student, Department of Geophysics, Colorado School of Mines.
3Primary researcher and author.
4Author for correspondence.
5Professor, Department of Geophysics, Colorado School of Mines.
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is weak because the symmetry is close to elliptical. Our modeling also shows that mild
tilt of a rectangular reservoir, or its replacement with an elliptically shaped reservoir of the
same aspect ratio, has little influence on time shifts. Potentially, the developed methodology
can be applied to estimate compaction-induced stress fields using simple compartmentalized
reservoir models.
3.2 Introduction
Pore-pressure reduction inside a producing reservoir causes compaction, as well as strain,
stress, and impedance changes within the reservoir and in the surrounding rock. These
changes can manifest themselves through surface subsidence and major damage or disrup-
tion of drilling operations and infrastructure (McCann and Wilts, 1951; Geertsma, 1973;
Strehle, 1987; Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Barkved and Kristiansen, 2005; Scott, 2007; Sayers,
2010). These geomechanical changes produce traveltime and amplitude variations that are
visible in seismic data, and can be exploited to monitor oil and gas production (Lumley, 1995,
2001; Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Hatchell and Bourne, 2005; Calvert, 2005). Time-lapse seis-
mic data can provide information about fluid movement (drainage), reservoir compaction,
compartmentalization, and hydraulic fracturing or flooding (injection) processes during pro-
duction. The associated time shifts can potentially be inverted for the pressure distribution
in the reservoir and induced stress field throughout the medium (McCann and Wilts, 1951;
Landrø, 2001; Sayers et al., 2002; Hodgson et al., 2007). Time-lapse methods may also be
applied to reservoirs experiencing pressure increase during CO2 sequestration (Lumley et al.,
2008).
Previous research based on geomechanical and seismic methods includes two main direc-
tions. One of them focuses on zero-offset time-lapse data governed by vertical stress/strain
(Landrø and Stammeijer, 2004; Hatchell and Bourne, 2005; Roste, 2007), while the other
considers a full triaxial stress field (Herwanger et al., 2007; Sayers and Schutjens, 2007;
Scott, 2007; Herwanger and Horne, 2009; Fuck et al., 2009b). Whereas the approach based
on vertical strain helps evaluate compaction limits, horizontal and shear stress/strain are
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also induced during production, generating a heterogeneous, anisotropic velocity field inside
and around the reservoir. Thus, accurate modeling of prestack time shifts should involve the
complete triaxial stress/strain field, which accounts for both volumetric (compactional) and
deviatoric (shear) strain.
Compaction-induced stress and strain are computed by integrating a “strain nucleus”
over the reservoir volume (McCann and Wilts, 1951; Downs and Faux, 1995; Hu, 1989), or
by finite-element modeling. The response of the reservoir rock matrix and pore fluids to
confining (overburden) pressure is governed by the empirically determined effective stress
(Biot-Willis) coefficient (Hofmann et al., 2005; Schutjens et al., 2004; Zoback, 2007). Com-
putation of stress/strain-related stiffnesses for time-lapse seismic modeling requires empirical
values of the third-order stiffness coefficients, as described by the nonlinear theory of elas-
ticity (Hearmon, 1953; Sarkar et al., 2003; Prioul et al., 2004).
Fuck et al. (2009b, 2011) analyze stress/strain-induced anisotropy and P-wave time
shifts in 2D models using a linearized perturbation of reflection traveltimes and verify their
results by performing anisotropic ray tracing. In particular, they show that the offset de-
pendence of P-wave time shifts is governed primarily by induced anisotropy, and that the
symmetry axis deviates from the vertical only in areas of large shear strain near the reservoir
corners. Thus, the symmetry of most of the section is close to vertical transverse isotropy
(VTI).
Here, we use geomechanical simulation and full-waveform elastic seismic modeling to
investigate stress/strain-induced time shifts for a simplified reservoir that undergoes changes
in effective pressure. Each process (computer code) solves its own set of partial differential
equations (PDEs), with the output of the geomechanical modeling serving as input to the
seismic modeling. This is referred to as “semi-coupled” modeling (Olden et al., 2001; Minkoff
et al., 2004; Sen and Settari, 2005; Dusseault et al., 2007). We start by discussing the back-
ground theory and modeling algorithms and then introduce a methodology for measuring
time shifts between baseline and monitor survey shot records. Geomechanical models gener-
ate low-frequency, large-amplitude deformations (i.e., static displacements). Seismic model-
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ing simulates higher-frequency, small-amplitude deformations (i.e., dynamic displacements).
Our time-shift estimation algorithms have been developed for processing both synthetic and
field seismic data. Our processing workflow is used to study time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-
waves for a wide range of reservoir depths and effective pressure reductions. In particular,
S-wave time shifts are shown to be largely controlled by changes in the shear-wave vertical
velocity within the reservoir, and PS-wave time shifts are strongly raypath-dependent. Fi-
nally, we estimate the contributions of deviatoric and volumetric strains to the time shifts and
evaluate the influence of mild changes in reservoir shape and tilt on time-lapse signatures.
3.3 Theoretical Background
To study time-lapse multicomponent wavefields for compacting reservoirs, we estimate
time shifts from waveforms created by elastic seismic modeling preceded by finite-element
computations of induced displacement, stress, and strain. For simplicity, the methodology is
implemented for an uncomplicated, single-compartment reservoir model of varying pressure,
depth, shape, and dip. Typical reservoir geometry and properties used in this study are
illustrated in Figure 3.1. A rectangular reservoir shape simulates a simplest-case scenario,
such as a fault-bound, relay-ramp block trap in a rift system, similar to Heidrun field in the
North Sea (Whitley, 1992).
Compaction-induced displacement, stress, and strain are computed using COMSOL
finite-element software (COMSOL AB, 2008), which solves a set of damped, linear, partial-
differential equations (PDEs). However, outside the range of approximately linear behavior
at low applied stress/strain, rock properties generally behave in a nonlinear fashion (see Ap-
pendix A). The reservoir is made up of homogeneous Berea sandstone, in which pore-pressure
(Pp) reduction causes a change in the effective pressure (Peff) of the system (Hofmann et al.,
2005; Schutjens et al., 2004; Zoback, 2007). Pressure inside the reservoir (Pres) that counter-
acts the confining pressure of the overburden (Pover) is comprised of rock-matrix and fluid
components:



















Figure 3.1. Reservoir geometry after Fuck et al. (2009b). In this model, pore-pressure
(Pp = Pfluid) reduction occurs only within the reservoir, resulting in an anisotropic velocity
field due to the excess stress and strain. For geomechanical modeling, the reservoir is located
in a model space measuring 20 km × 10 km, which is sufficient for obtaining stress, strain,
and displacement close to those for a half-space. The reservoir is comprised of and embedded
in homogeneous Berea sandstone (VP = 2300 m/s, VS = 1456 m/s, ρ = 2140 kg/m
3) with
the following density-normalized third-order stiffness coefficients: C111/ρ = −13, 904 GPa,
C112/ρ = 533 GPa, and C155/ρ = 481 GPa (Prioul et al., 2004). The Biot coefficient (α) for
the reservoir is 0.85. Velocities in the model are reduced by 10% from the values stated here
to account for the difference between static and dynamic stiffnesses in low-porosity rocks
(Yale and Jamieson, 1994).
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where α is the effective stress coefficient (i.e., the Biot-Willis coefficient for dry rock), and
α = 1− Ka
Kg
; (3.2)
Ka is the aggregate bulk modulus of the rock frame and fluids, and Kg is the bulk modulus
of the grain material (Zoback, 2007); typical values of α for Berea sandstone range between
1.0 and 0.6 (Sarker and Batzle, 2008). Therefore, the influence of the rock matrix on the
pore-pressure change is governed by the effective stress coefficient, and drops in pore pressure
are attributed to the pore fluid (∆Pp ≈ ∆Pfluid). The effective reservoir pressure governing
displacement, strain, and stress across the section is given by:
Peff = Pover − αPfluid . (3.3)
Initially, the system is assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium (Peff = 0), with the reservoir
pressure balancing that of the homogeneous overburden column (Pconfining in Figure 3.1):
Pover = αPfluid = ρover g zres . (3.4)
For our homogeneous sandstone model, compaction is relatively small and confined
primarily to the reservoir, but stress and strain in the surrounding rock cause non-negligible
changes in stiffness. As verified by Fuck et al. (2009b), the resulting stress/strain fields for
a depressurizing rectangular inclusion are close to analytic solutions obtained by Hu (1989).
Following Fuck et al. (2009b), compaction-induced changes in the stiffness coefficients
of the medium are computed from the geomechanical strains using the nonlinear theory of
elasticity which operates with the third-order stiffness coefficients, cijklmn (Prioul et al., 2004).
An expression for strain-induced stiffness changes is derived from the second- and third-order
terms of the nonlinear strain-energy function (Hearmon, 1953). The perturbations of the








ijkl + cijklmn ∆emn, (3.5)
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where c0ijkl are the stiffnesses of the background (unstressed) medium. In the Voigt matrix
notation (e.g., Tsvankin, 2005), equation 3.5 can be written as (Fuck and Tsvankin, 2009)
Cαβ = C
0
αβ + Cαβγ ∆eγ . (3.6)
Equation 3.5 linearizes the changes in stiffness with respect to excess strain. Our modeling
employs the third-order stiffness coefficients (Cαβγ) of Berea sandstone measured by Sarkar
et al. (2003). The stress/strain-induced changes in the stiffnesses cijkl described by equations
3.5 and 3.6 (and modeled here) result in a heterogeneous, anisotropic velocity field around the
compacting reservoir. Compaction-induced triaxial stress applied to the initially isotropic
medium produces a heterogeneous model with orthorhombic symmetry (Fuck and Tsvankin,
2009; Tsvankin, 2005). In 2D the medium is transversely isotropic with a tilted symmetry
axis (TTI); the symmetry of the stressed medium is studied in detail by Fuck and Tsvankin
(2009).
Wave propagation in the perturbed medium can be modeled using Hooke’s law:
sij = cijkl ekl, (3.7)
where s and e are the stress and strain tensors (denoted by s and e to avoid confusion
with the anisotropy parameters σ and ε). Application of equations 3.5 and 3.6 to a purely
isotropic unstressed medium yields the second-order stiffnesses of the stressed medium as
a function of two independent third-order stiffness coefficients, C111 and C112 (Fuck et al.,
2009b). The compaction-induced stiffness changes are used to model the elastic wavefield
of the 4D (monitor) survey. If ray tracing is employed, the resulting traveltimes can be
expressed as “isotropic” times computed along reference rays in the background medium plus
perturbations caused by the variation of the stiffness coefficients along the same raypaths
(Fuck et al., 2009b).
Reductions in effective reservoir pressure, which are monotonic and linear (equation 3.3),
are used as the forcing functions for the constitutive and Navier equations (Mase and Mase,
1999; COMSOL AB, 2008) that govern induced displacement, stress, strain and, therefore,




To obtain compaction-induced displacements, stresses, and strains corresponding to
those of a half-space, we model the geomechanics of the reservoir and surrounding medium us-
ing a 2D finite-element mesh that is 10 times larger than the reservoir itself (Figure 3.1). The
top of the model is a free surface, while the other three sides are clamped, zero-displacement
boundaries. These conditions allow accurate modeling of geomechanics near the reservoir
while permitting surface subsidence.
Pore-fluid pressure reductions of 10%, 20%, 35%, and 50% of the initial fluid pressure
span a plausible range (up to 70%) for oil and gas reservoirs. We assume that the pore fluid
is “dead” oil, which does not undergo phase changes during depressurization. Therefore,
oil/gas phase transitions (“bubble points”) are not modeled, and the bulk modulus inside
the reservoir varies only with numerically modeled ∆Peff , stress, and strain (Batzle and Han,
2009). Our modeling algorithms compute changes in the stiffness coefficients, but we do
not attempt any additional simulation of cracks, porosity changes, fluid movement, plastic
(ductile) or brittle deformation, or failure associated with stress applied to the pore space
(Christensen and Wang, 1985; Prasad and Manghnani, 1997; Shapiro, 2003; Fjær, 2009).
Further, we do not model new or reactivated faulting in the overburden (Zoback, 2007).
However, the difference between the confining and effective pressure for our sandstone-based
models does not exceed 30 MPa, placing them below a typical point of material failure
(Fjær, 2009). Because of this, and of negligible compaction in our models (see Figure 3.4,
below), the rock material described by strain-induced stiffnesses is assumed to be linear and
elastic (Schutjens et al., 2004; Scott, 2007), but includes inherent properties of the laboratory
samples used by Sarkar et al. (2003) to determine the third-order stiffness coefficients.
The spatial distribution of the compaction-induced stress and strain may be compli-
cated, depending on the geologic structure and contrasting properties of the reservoir and
background. However, for reasonably simple horizontally layered media, the impact of any
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background heterogeneity around the reservoir on stresses and time shifts is generally not
pronounced (Fuck et al., 2011). Additional complexity, not accounted for in our current
models, may be caused by significant reservoir heterogeneity. For example, reservoir tilt can
result in distinct separation of brine and liquid/gas hydrocarbons into multiple pore spaces
(compartments) with different bulk moduli.
For the baseline (∆P = 0) and monitor (∆P > 0) surveys, multicomponent seismic
data are generated using a fourth-order elastic finite-difference code (Sava et al., 2010) with
an 8 m× 8 m grid spacing to propagate waves with frequencies up to 40 Hz. This grid spans
a 6 km×3 km region around the reservoir (with individual (single) reservoirs used for depth-
dependent testing located at five depths ranging from 0.5 km to 2.5 km after Figures 3.6
and 3.7). The wavefield is excited by a vertical point force that generates both P-waves and
in-plane polarized S-waves (i.e., SV-waves); the source signal is the Ricker wavelet with a
central frequency of 10 Hz. To simplify isolation and processing of reflections used for time-
shift measurements, we apply absorbing boundary conditions at all sides of the model. This
reduces ground roll and unphysical reflections caused by an improperly implemented free-
surface condition in the finite-difference code (see below). For each source location and drop
in reservoir pressure, we model reflections individually from 22 interfaces at depths ranging
between 0.2 km and 3.0 km (i.e, “sample” the Green’s function between the source and
receivers for a set of reflection points along each interface). The reflectors are not included
in the geomechanical modeling so that they do not perturb the modeled strain/stiffness
fields caused by reduction in Peff . Each reflector is inserted as a single-grid-point horizontal
interface of high density (8000 kg/m3). This density contrast ensures that the generated
reflections are sufficiently strong compared to those due to pressure (impedance) changes in
the reservoir (Figures 3.2a,c and 3.3a). For each reflector depth, time shifts for P-waves are
estimated from vertical-component shot records, whereas S- and PS-time shifts are measured
on the horizontal component.
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3.4.2 Estimation of time shifts
Accurate measurements of time shifts from seismic data are necessary for constructing
time-shift curves and surfaces, and ultimately inverting the time-lapse signatures for sub-
surface stress. For each reflector (see above), we implement cross-correlations between win-
dowed arrivals from baseline and monitor survey traces to obtain smooth time-shift curves as
a function of offset. Therefore, it is desirable that the wavelets from the baseline and monitor
surveys have similar characteristics. This can be achieved by cross-equalization techniques
on field data (e.g., Rickett and Lumley, 2001), but is implemented here for synthetic data
by filtering out additional reflections caused by changing reservoir impedance.
Our synthetic data contain two types of events that interfere with measurement reflec-
tions and distort the wavelet shapes. In a controlled modeling environment, the density
of the reflectors may simply be increased to enhance the events of interest, but that ap-
proach cannot be applied to field data. First, the finite-difference modeling code generates
unphysical reflections from the top boundary of the modeling grid. These artifacts have the
appearance of regular, high-velocity reflections in both baseline and monitor shot records and
intersect events of interest with contrasting slopes. Figure 3.2a shows such a fast-moving
S-wave artifact of this type interfering with PS-wave arrivals in a baseline survey shot gather.
Arrivals with such large, dissimilar slopes are removed using velocity-based F-K filtering of
shot records, as illustrated in Figure 3.2b. The presence of numerical artifacts is fortuitous
when considering and designing time-shift measurement algorithms, as similar interference
may be present in field data, or for models with greater structural complexity.
The second type of undesired/additional reflections that distort wavelets on monitor sur-
vey records is caused by impedance changes inside the reservoir following a pressure drop.
The slopes and traveltimes of these reservoir reflections may be close to those of the events of
interest for a wide range of offsets (Figure 3.2c). Due to this interference, time delays asso-
ciated with the maximum cross-correlation value between the baseline and monitor wavelets
can vary rapidly from trace to trace, resulting in a discontinuous (“skylined”) time-shift
curve. Because F-K processing is incapable of separating events with similar slopes (Figure
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Figure 3.2. X-component (horizontal displacement) shot records illustrating removal of arti-
fact reflections with contrasting and similar slopes. Polarities of traces located to the right of
the source are reversed during processing to ensure left/right time-shift symmetry. Here, the
desired reflection is the PS-wave arrival. The first few milliseconds of parts (a) and (c) have
been zeroed to improve visualization of later arrivals. (a) Baseline (∆P = 0) survey shot
record containing P-, PS-, and S-wave arrivals for a measurement reflector at approximately
1.6 km depth. (b) PS-wave from plot (a) following windowing and F-K filtering of an artifact
reflection with contrasting slope. (c) Monitor survey shot record with reflections from the
reservoir caused by change in reservoir impedance due to pressure drop (∆P = 20%). These
events have slopes similar to that of the PS reflection at 2600 ms. (d) PS arrival following
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Figure 3.3. (a) X-component monitor shot record with interfering events for ∆P = 20% and
a source at X = 2 km. The PS event of interest is masked by high-amplitude reflections from
the reservoir with both contrasting and similar slopes. (b) PS-wave time-shift curve (solid
line) with cross-correlation skips for traces 90-150 resulting in a time-shift artifact for the
21st order polynomial fit (dashed). (c) Same time-shift curve (solid) after cross-correlation
skip prevention with improved polynomial fit (dashed).
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3.2d), additional processing is required.
Contamination by reservoir reflections is even more substantial when the source is moved
away from the center of the reservoir (Figure 3.3a). An estimated time-shift curve exhibiting
cross-correlation skips caused by this interference is shown in Figure 3.3b. Such skips in a
segment of this time-shift curve exceed 200 ms; in some cases, multiple discontinuous sections
can occur. Smoothing this curve with a high-order polynomial (or low-pass filter) results
in a strongly distorted, oscillating time-shift function. To mitigate this problem, we apply
an algorithm that repeatedly sweeps the time-shift curve at small to large length scales and
smooths out discontinuous segments (Figure 3.3c). Still, in some cases, jumps may remain
after flattening, and parts of the time-shift curve may not be suitable for time-lapse analysis
(see Figures 3.10c - f, X . −0.8 km, Z ≈ 2.0− 2.5 km).
Following F-K filtering and the skip-prevention procedure, each time-shift curve is se-
quentially fitted with polynomials of increasing order. A curvature-based (“L-curve”) selec-
tion criterion is applied to the residuals between the measured time shifts and the polynomial
fit. The maximum curvature of the residual as a function of polynomial order determines the
optimal fit. This method retains the dominant time-shift trends without fitting small-scale
jumps or discontinuities left over from the previous processing steps. Time-shift surfaces
(Figures 3.8-3.10 and 3.12-3.15) are constructed by a cubic-spline interpolation of a full set
of processed time-shift curves from each reflector, similar to those in Figure 3.3c.
Additional interference and geometry-related issues may occur with field data, requir-
ing further enhancement/cross-equalization of arrivals used for computing time shifts. De-
pending on the geologic properties of the section, both reflectors and layers may deform
substantially during compaction, and shifts computed from such arrivals may be distorted
by geometric changes. However, for stiff materials similar to our sandstone model, com-
paction is small (centimeters) and confined primarily to the reservoir (Figure 3.4), making
any geometry-related time shifts negligible.
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3.5 Analysis of Modeling Results
3.5.1 Geomechanical and anisotropy variations with depth
The spatial distribution of the excess stress/strain across the section is a function of
the reservoir dimensions, elastic properties, proximity to the free surface, and the stiffness
contrast between the reservoir and the background (Fuck et al., 2011). Compaction-induced
displacements, strains, and stiffnesses exhibit the largest spatial variations when the reservoir
is close to the free surface (Figures 3.4-3.7). In our models, at reservoir depths exceeding
1.5 km, the influence of the free surface is diminished and the spatial distribution of geome-
chanical parameters approaches that for a whole space.
The in-plane displacements are shown in Figure 3.4 for a range of reservoir depths. The
spatial variations of the horizontal displacements shrink to small regions around the endcaps
with increasing reservoir depth as increasing overburden thickness restricts horizontal strains.
The near-surface displacement anomaly results in the well-known surface “subsidence bowl”
(McCann and Wilts, 1951; Geertsma, 1973; Strehle, 1987; Zoback, 2007). Vertical displace-
ment (compaction) in and around the reservoir volume increases with reservoir depth and
includes the development of a “pull-up zone” beneath the reservoir (Figure 3.4f).
Large horizontal strain values (Figure 3.5) are confined to the reservoir endcaps, with
shear strains showing a vertical bipolar pattern. Therefore, while the reservoir is verti-
cally compressed, the endcaps are “pinched out.” For elliptically shaped reservoirs the shear
strains are distributed (“splayed”) across the top and bottom reservoir interfaces (Figure
3.5f). The spatial distribution (shape) of the strains remains similar for the entire range of
reservoir depths, but varies in magnitude. Strain magnitudes (and corresponding stresses)
at the corners of the rectangular reservoir are exaggerated due to its sharp corners. Similar
stress/strain fields have been modeled by Dusseault et al. (2007) and Fuck et al. (2009b,
2011), and the strain magnitudes in Figure 3.5 agree with those cited by Barton (2006) for
reservoir compaction. The stress/strain fields of elliptical reservoirs (see below), while not








Figure 3.4. Compaction-induced horizontal (a, c, and e) and vertical (b, d, and f) displace-
ment components for the reservoir (white box) at depths of (a, b) 0.5 km, (c, d) 1.5 km, and
(e, f) 2.5 km. Note that although depth increases downward, the axis of vertical displacement






































































































































Figure 3.5. Strains computed for rectangular (a, c, e) and elliptical (b, d, f) reservoirs of
similar aspect ratios located at 1.5 km depth; ∆P = 20%. (a, b) Horizontal strain e11, (c,











































































Figure 3.6. Stiffness coefficients (a, b) C11, (c, d) C13, (e, f) C55, and (g, h) C15, for reservoir
depths of (a, c, e, g) 0.5 km, and (b, d, f, h) 1.5 km; ∆P = 20%. The structure of C33 is
similar to that of C13, with significant values largely confined to the reservoir. C11 and C15








Figure 3.7. Spatial distributions of the anisotropy parameters δ (left column) and σ (right
column, eq. 3.8) for reservoirs at (a,b) 0.5 km, (c,d) 1.5 km, and (e,f) 2.5 km depth and
(∆P = 20%). The maps have been clipped at three standard deviations for visualization
purposes, and the number of contour lines used is identical for all plots.
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The stiffness coefficients C11, C13, C15, and C55, which serve as input to the finite-
difference code, are shown in Figure 3.6 for two reservoir depths. The fields of C11 and
C55 are clipped and smoothed to reduce numerical singularities at the reservoir corners.
Similar to C13 and C55, the largest changes of C33 (not shown) are confined to the reservoir
volume. The spatial distribution and magnitude of C35 are similar to those of C15, with both
stiffnesses being approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than the other coefficients,
resulting in a medium close to VTI. Only in regions at the sharp corners of the reservoir,
anomalously large values of C15 and C35 cause a substantial tilt of the symmetry axis (Fuck
et al., 2009b; see Figure 3.6).
The anisotropy parameters δ (Figure 3.7) and ε are computed directly from the stiffness
coefficients (Tsvankin, 2005). In agreement with the results of Fuck et al. (2009b), δ is non-
negligible throughout the model, with the largest values near the reservoir endcaps. The
spatial variation of δ is largely responsible for the offset dependence of P-wave time shifts
above and to the sides of the reservoir, which is clearly visible in Figures 3.8a,b (Fuck et al.,
2009b). For our model, δ ≈ ε and the stress-induced anisotropy is approximately elliptical,
in agreement with many published results (e.g., Shapiro, 2003; Fuck et al., 2009b).
While compaction-induced velocity anisotropy causes time shifts with respect to an
isotropic background, any traveltime variations caused by the presence of an intrinsically
anisotropic layer, such as shale, will be present in the baseline survey. Because reservoir
shape, depth, Peff , and stiffness contrast with the background are the primary controls of
the induced stress/strain field (Fuck et al., 2011), any additional compaction-induced time
shifts due to such an intrinsically anisotropic layer will be negligible.
3.5.2 Time shifts for rectangular reservoirs
Time-shift maps for P-, S-, and PS-waves produced by interpolating between time-
shift/reflector curves (Figures 3.3b,c) are displayed in Figures 3.8-3.10. The time shifts
correspond to hypothetical specular reflection points at each (X,Z) location in the subsurface.
Negative shifts are referred to as “leads” because the event from the monitor survey arrives
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earlier than the corresponding event from the baseline survey, while positive time shifts are
referred to as “lags.” Figure 3.11 shows the largest time shifts as a function of reservoir
depressurization and depth for each wave type (P, PS, and S) picked separately for regions
above and below the reservoir. For a few cases, estimated time shifts were close to zero or
their spatial distribution was not sufficiently smoothed by the post-processing. In this case,
the values picked from the data were not used, but were instead computed by applying a
surface-fitting algorithm to the data set. Consequently, some large time shifts, particularly
those for maximum reservoir depth and depressurization, may be artificially high. Time
shifts for field data recorded near reservoir corners (edges) may be smaller than those for our
current model due to differences in reservoir shape (i.e., due to pinch outs), or to reduced
time-shift resolution caused by processing algorithms.
Compaction-induced stiffness changes perturb the background velocity field and induce
anisotropy (i.e., δ, ε, σ). P-wave time shifts (Figure 3.8) exhibit spatial patterns related
to those of the parameter δ (Figures 3.7a,c,e), with noticeable offset dependence caused
primarily by stress-induced anisotropy (i.e by δ). In agreement with the spatial distribution
of δ, the offset dependence of time shift falls off with increasing lateral distance of the source
from the reservoir center (X=0). This effect is illustrated in Figures 3.8c,e and 3.8d,f, where
the shot is moved away from the region of compaction-induced stress and strain centered at
X=0. Offset dependence of time shifts is higher for receivers located between the source and
the reservoir, where compaction-induced changes occur. As the source moves away from the
reservoir center, the P-wave lag distribution above the reservoir tilts laterally toward the
source, whereas the P-wave lead distribution below the reservoir tilts away from the source.
In a manner similar to the pure lensing of S-waves (see below), rays entering the elevated
velocities inside the reservoir at sufficiently high angles of incidence are refracted toward the
endcaps (Figures 3.8c,d, −1.5 ≤ X ≤ −1.0 km, Z = Zres).
Figures 3.8a,b demonstrate that for larger pore-pressure drops, the highest P-wave time-
shift leads concentrate beneath the reservoir corners, where they are related to elevated








































































































































































































Figure 3.8. P-wave time shifts for the model in Figure 3.1 for a shot (white asterisk) located
at (a, b) X0 = 0 km, (c, d) X0 = 1 km, and (e, f) X0 = 2 km (outside the plot). The time
shift shown at each (X, Z) point corresponds to the reflection from a horizontal interface at
depth Z recorded at the source-receiver offset 2 (X −X0), where X0 is the source coordinate.
Pore-pressure drops are 10% for (a, c, e) and 20% for (b, d, f).
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shifts for a pressure drop of 5 MPa (16%) are close to those obtained by Fuck et al. (2009b)
using linearized traveltime equations and ray tracing. For the maximum pressure drop (50%),
P-wave lags reach a maximum of 45 ms above the reservoir located at 2.5 km depth; the
leads below the reservoir are approximately two times smaller (Figure 3.11).
In contrast to P-waves, the offset dependence of the S-wave time shifts in Figure 3.9 is
much weaker. The SV-wave velocity in TI media is primarily controlled by the anisotropy







where VP0 and VS0 are the symmetry-direction P- and S-wave velocities. The linearized
SV-wave phase velocity as a function of the phase angle θ with the symmetry axis can be
written as
VSV (θ) = VS0
(
1 + σ sin2 θ cos2 θ
)
. (3.9)
For elliptical anisotropy (ε = δ) σ = 0, VSV = VS0, and the SV-wave velocity function be-
comes isotropic. Here, non-negligible values of σ are confined almost entirely to the reservoir
(Figures 3.7b,d,f). For example, when the reservoir depth is 1.5 km, the maximum absolute
value of σ for a 5 MPa (16%) pressure drop is just 0.08 (σ is negative) at the center of the
reservoir; for a 20 MPa (64%) pressure drop, the maximum |σ| is 0.15. Therefore, S-wave
time shifts for reflectors near and beneath the reservoir are primarily influenced by the in-
crease in VS0 inside the reservoir, which reaches approximately 16% for a 5 MPa pressure
drop, and 30% for a 20 MPa drop. The offset dependence of time shifts for S-waves is mostly
due to the spatial distribution of VS0. The large S-wave time shifts modeled here agree with
rock-physics observations that shear-wave velocities are sensitive to changes in Pp, and thus
Peff (Xu et al., 2006).
Because the largest strains and changes in VS0 occur inside the reservoir, it essentially
behaves like a high-velocity lens for shear waves. This is illustrated by changing S-wave
time-shift patterns as the source moves away from the reservoir center (Figures 3.9a,c,e and










































































































































































































Figure 3.9. S-wave time shifts for the model in Figure 3.1 (same display as in Figure 3.8)
for a shot located at (a, b) X0 = 0, (c, d) X0 = 1 km, and (e, f) X0 = 2 km.
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rays with small incidence angles return from reflection points beneath the reservoir (Figures
3.9a,b,c,d). As the source distance from the center of the reservoir (and thus incident angle)
increases, higher time-shift leads beneath the reservoir move laterally away from the source
(Figures 3.9c,d,e,f). Time-shift leads from beneath the reservoir for S-waves (and PS-waves)
are approximately 2-3 times those for P-waves, reaching up to 90 ms; S-wave leads above the
reservoir are much smaller (Figure 3.11). Aside from anisotropy-induced offset dependence of
time shifts, similar behavior is seen for P-waves near the endcap opposite the source (Figures
3.8c-f).
PS-wave time shifts (Figure 3.10) represent a “mixed-mode” combination of P- and
S-wave lags and leads and, therefore, strongly depend upon raypath trajectory around the
reservoir. Above and to the sides of the reservoir, downgoing P-waves are influenced by the
compaction-induced anisotropy. Time shifts for the upgoing S-wave from reflection points
in the overburden may possess small leads due to increasing values of C55 (Figure 3.6e,f).
These leads reduce lags accumulated along the downgoing P-raypath (Figure 3.9). However,
the upgoing S-leg of the mode conversion remains mostly unperturbed by compaction if it
does not return to the surface through the high-velocity “lens” of the reservoir. When the
source is located above the reservoir, small-offset P-to-S conversions from deep reflectors pass
through the reservoir twice, thus accumulating large time-shift leads. The offset dependence
of PS-wave time shifts is clearly visible above and to the sides of the reservoir (Figures 3.10a,
b). Similar to pure P-waves, the spatial distribution of time shifts in these regions varies with
source location, mostly due to compaction-induced P-wave anisotropy (Figures 3.10a,c,e and
3.10b,d,f).
For all source locations, time-shift patterns for converted waves traveling through the
reservoir are dominated by the increased velocities inside it, and exhibit the lensing patterns
similar to those of S-waves in Figure 3.9. P-wave lags accumulated above the reservoir are
reduced depending on the raypath and propagation time along the downgoing ray inside the
reservoir, the reflection-point location, and changes in VS due to C55 variations above the












































































































































































































Figure 3.10. PS-wave time shifts for the model in Figure 3.1 (same display as in Figure 3.8)





















Figure 3.11. Maximum time shifts of each mode as a function of reservoir depth Zres and
pore-pressure drop ∆P. Source is located above the center of reservoir. (a) P-waves above
the reservoir; (b) P-waves below the reservoir; (c) S-waves above the reservoir; (d) S-waves
below the reservoir; (e) PS-waves above the reservoir; and (f) PS-waves below the reservoir.
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distance in the higher-velocity reservoir, and converts to an S-wave and returns to the surface
outside it. This lag-to-lead transition occurs at reflection points in a region below and to
the sides of the reservoir. The transition from moderate to substantial leads is observed
at reflection coordinates where both the downgoing P-wave and upgoing S-wave cross the
reservoir.
3.5.3 Contributions of volumetric and deviatoric strains
Traveltime shifts are controlled by the combined influence of the volumetric and devia-








(∆e11 + ∆e22 + ∆e33) . (3.10)
The strain ∆ekk represents hydrostatic/compressive compaction and is substantial mostly
inside the reservoir and near its endcaps (see Figures 3.5a-d). Small variations in volumetric
strain occur in the overburden with a distribution similar to that of C55 (Figure 3.6e,f). To
estimate time shifts from volumetric strain, the diagonal elements of the strain tensor are
assigned one-third of their geomechanically modeled values, while the off-diagonal elements





tr (e) I , (3.11)
and is computed by subtracting one-third of the strain trace from each diagonal strain
component (Davis and Selvadurai, 1996). Wellbores located in subsurface regions of high
volumetric strain could snap because of compression or extensional failure, whereas wells in
regions of high deviatoric strain could experience shear failure.
Figure 3.12 shows the contributions of the total, deviatoric, and volumetric strain to
the P-wave time shifts for three reservoir depths. The deviatoric component is clearly re-
sponsible for velocity anisotropy, and thus for P-wave time-shift variation with offset outside














































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.12. P-wave time shifts computed using (a, d, g) the total strain field; (b, e, h)
deviatoric strain; and (c, f, i) volumetric strain. The reservoir depth is (a, b, c) 0.5 km, (d,
e, f) 1.5 km, and (g, h, i) 2.5 km; ∆P = 20%.
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deviatoric strain declines with increasing depth beneath the center of the reservoir, where
the strain tensor primarily represents vertical/volumetric compaction (Figure 3.5, Figure
3.12c,f,i). With the exception of areas near the endcaps, the arching and “pull-up” regions
immediately above and below the reservoir (Figure 3.4b,d,f) experience slightly higher dis-
placements/strains than the rest of the section outside the reservoir (Figure 3.5c). These
regions correlate with larger values of δ outside the reservoir (Figure 3.7), and manifest
themselves through elevated P-wave shifts at points near the reservoir (Figures 3.8a,b and
3.12d,e,f,g,h,i). In the pull-up region directly beneath the reservoir, volumetric strains con-
tribute primarily to P-wave leads (Figures 3.12c,f,i). Deviatoric strains in the arching region
above the reservoir are largely responsible for P-wave lags (Figures 3.12b,e,h).
As expected (equation 3.9), neither deviatoric nor volumetric strains produce significant
S-wave anisotropy around the reservoir (Figure 3.13). With the exception of the elevated
shear/deviatoric strain near the endcaps, the spatial distribution of the relatively small S-
wave time shifts above the reservoir resembles that of the stiffness C55 (Figures 3.6e,f). At
larger reservoir depths and pressures S-wave time shifts above the reservoir become significant
(lags up to 17 ms, Figure 3.11); these larger values, produced by both volumetric (Figures
3.13c,f,i) and deviatoric (Figures 3.13b,e,h) strains, are concentrated near the collapsing
endcaps. In contrast to concentrations of P-wave time shifts immediately outside the top
and bottom reservoir boundaries, any elevated S-wave shifts near the reservoir boundary are
confined to regions beneath the reservoir corners (Figures 3.5e and 3.13b,e,h). Below the
reservoir and away from its boundaries, volumetric and deviatoric contributions to the total
S-wave time shifts are approximately equal.
The influence of volumetric and deviatoric strains on PS-wave time shifts (Figure 3.14)
depends on whether or not the raypath intersects the elevated strain area inside the reservoir.
For rays propagating above and to the sides of the reservoir, time-shift lags are incurred
primarily on the downward P-wave leg. Figures 3.14b,e,h confirm that the offset dependence
of these time shifts is controlled by deviatoric strains (Figure 3.8c,d,e,f). Upgoing S-waves
















































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.13. S-wave time shifts computed using (a, d, g) the total strain field; (b, e, h)
deviatoric strain; and (c, f, i) volumetric strain. The reservoir depth is (a, b, c) 0.5 km, (d,















































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.14. PS-wave time shifts computed using (a, d, g) the total strain field; (b, e, h)
deviatoric strain; and (c, f, i) volumetric strain. The reservoir depth is (a, b, c) 0.5 km, (d,
e, f) 1.5 km, and (g, h, i) 2.5 km; ∆P = 20%.
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shifts to the sides of the reservoir. However, small changes in C55 directly above the reservoir
(Figure 3.6e,f) increase shear-wave velocity, which reduces PS-wave lags accumulated along
the downgoing P-leg. Downgoing rays that cross the reservoir accumulate P-wave lags due to
deviatoric strains, followed by a speed-up incurred inside the reservoir. As with pure S-waves,
volumetric (Figure 3.14c,f,i) and deviatoric (Figure 3.14c,f,i) strains make approximately
equal contributions to PS-wave time shifts for reflectors below the reservoir.
3.5.4 Sensitivity to reservoir shape and tilt
For the purpose of inverting for Peff and the induced stress field in the overburden, it is
also important to analyze the sensitivity of time shifts to perturbations of the shape and dip
of individual reservoir compartments. Multicompartment reservoirs are typically modeled
using several rectangular blocks. Although rectangular compartments can represent fault-
block structures in rift systems, ellipses may be better suited for modeling the shapes of
channels in coastal or fluvial environments, or reservoirs that “pinch-out” at their edges.
Large time-shift variations caused by minor changes in shape or tilt may present problems
in pressure inversion for complex/multicompartment reservoirs.
Figures 3.15d-f show P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts for an elliptical reservoir with the
same aspect ratio as the rectangular reservoir from Figure 3.1. The strain fields for both
reservoir shapes are compared in Figure 3.5. The “splaying” of shear strains across the
top and bottom of the elliptical reservoir results in a perturbation of the deviatoric strain
field with respect to that of the rectangular reservoir. This reduces the width of the P-wave
time-shift anomaly above the reservoir, and slightly widens the anomalies below the endcaps.
The width of the PS- and S-wave time-shift anomalies below the elliptical reservoir is also
reduced, indicating that the effective reservoir thickness closer to the endcaps becomes too
small to be resolved by seismic waves. On the whole, P-wave time shifts are comparable to
those for the rectangular reservoir, but PS- and S-wave shifts are slightly reduced. Hence,
to accurately model PS- and S-wave response of pinch-outs or channels, it might be helpful


















































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.15. Influence of reservoir shape and mild tilt on the time shifts of (a, d, g) P-waves,
(b, e, h) S-waves, and (c, f, i) PS-waves. (a, b, c) Horizontal rectangular reservoir, (d, e, f)
elliptical reservoir of the same aspect ratio, and (g, h, i) rectangular reservoir tilted by 5◦
(same display as in Figure 3.8).
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Time-shift perturbations caused by a mild (5◦) tilt of the reservoir are illustrated in
Figure 3.15g-i. Tilt-induced rotations of the shear strains about the endcaps influence the
deviatoric strain tensor, and cause a slight variation of P-wave time shifts above the reservoir.
PS- and S-wave time shifts are still dominated by the velocity changes in the reservoir, and
remain essentially unchanged. Tilt-related time-shift perturbations for all three wave types
occur near the top and bottom of the reservoir and become insignificant at distances more
than 300 m from it. This small perturbation does not warrant the use of tilted compartments
for time-shift modeling and inversion, unless reservoir dip is significant or reflectors of interest
are located in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir.
3.5.5 Discussion: Geomechanical complexity and magnitude of time shifts
The magnitudes of the two-way traveltime shifts shown in Figures 3.8 - 3.11 are higher
than those typically observed in field data (Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Hatchell and Bourne,
2005; Herwanger et al., 2007; Hodgson et al., 2007; Rickett et al., 2007). Apart from differ-
ences due to the use of shot records rather than poststack migrated data, these disagreements
may be caused by integration of rock physics and empirical data in the geomechanical model-
ing, as addressed in the following paragraphs.
The effective stress coefficient (α) in equation 3.2 governs how the rock matrix and
fluid within the reservoir volume determine the effective pressure (Peff) in equation 3.3. At
higher porosities, the aggregate bulk modulus (Ka) is dominated by fluid behavior. When
production reduces pore volume and any open fracture spaces, Ka approaches the modulus of
the grain material (Kg), α will tend to zero, and Peff reduces to the pressure of the overburden.
While we have used an empirically determined value of α = 0.85 for Berea sandstone,
employing a variable effective stress coefficient that vanishes for large depressurization and
compaction will mitigate changes in effective pressure. Hence, reducing α directly, or as a
function of Ka (equation 3.2) due to changing fluid content or porosity, will result in smaller
time shifts (see Appendix D).
Integration of rock-physics data into time-shift modeling is complicated by disagree-
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ments between laboratory measurements and in-situ values estimated from field data. For
example, fractional changes in velocity with strain (“R-values”) estimated from seismic data
typically range from 1 to 5 (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005). In contrast, laboratory measure-
ments yield R-values for similar rocks that exceed 700 (Bathija et al., 2009). Gurevich (2004)
suggests that alternative estimates of effective stress/strain should be used when evaluat-
ing the elastic properties of rocks. The third-order stiffness coefficients of Berea sandstone
measured by Sarkar et al. (2003) reflect the properties of their lab samples. However, their
data set is small, and the measurements were made for stress-released (extracted), dry sam-
ples under uniaxial stress. Such laboratory conditions do not adequately represent triaxially
stressed, saturated, in situ reservoir rocks. Further, Winkler and Liu (1996) state that third-
order stiffness coefficients are only valid with respect to the measurement reference stress
state, which is zero under laboratory conditions. Thus, the empirical third-order stiffnesses
in our geomechanical models may be overstated, which may substantially increase the mag-
nitude of estimated time shifts.
3.6 Conclusions
We described a processing methodology for estimating P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts
from full-waveform synthetic data generated by coupled geomechanical and seismic modeling.
The processing flow includes F-K filtering of baseline and monitor shot records followed by
cross-correlation skip corrections and adaptive polynomial fitting of time-shift curves. Our
processing flow was used to study time-lapse signatures of a simple sandstone reservoir over
a wide range of reservoir depths and pressure drops, including the individual contributions
of both volumetric and deviatoric strain components.
P-wave time shifts measured from full-waveform data are generally close to those ob-
tained in previous research using linearized traveltime equations and anisotropic ray tracing.
The offset dependence of P-wave time shifts is largely influenced by compaction-induced
anisotropy controlled by deviatoric strain, which produces non-negligible values of the pa-
rameter δ outside the reservoir. In addition, arching and “pull-up” zones near the top and
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bottom of the reservoir, which correlate with δ(x, z), cause the largest P-wave time shifts to
occur for reflectors just above and below the reservoir. P-wave lags above the reservoir reach
approximately 45 ms for the maximum depressurization (50%) and reservoir depth (2.5 km).
S-wave time shifts are largely determined by elevated deviatoric and volumetric strains
inside the reservoir, which acts as a high-velocity lens. The contributions of both strain
components to the time shifts of S-waves are nearly the same, with the total shift for reflectors
beneath the reservoir being 2-3 times higher (up to 90 ms) than that of P-waves. In contrast,
S-wave time shifts are much smaller above and to the sides of the reservoir. Compaction-
induced SV-wave anisotropy is insignificant, which reduces the offset variation of S-wave
time shifts.
PS-wave time shifts depend on the ray trajectory with respect to the reservoir. Outside
the reservoir, the P-wave leg is primarily influenced by the deviatoric strains. Inside the
reservoir, elevated deviatoric and volumetric strains generate significant P- and S-wave time
shifts. The S-wave leg, however, incurs substantial time shifts only when it crosses the
reservoir. For reflectors below the reservoir, PS-wave time shifts are approximately two
times smaller than those of S-waves (up to 55 ms).
Elliptical reservoirs with the same aspect ratio as the modeled rectangular reservoir
produce only minor variations of P-wave time-shift distributions and small reductions in PS-
and S-wave time shifts below the reservoir (due to the laterally varying reservoir thickness).
Likewise, a mild (5◦) tilt of a rectangular reservoir causes only slight time-shift perturba-
tions in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir. Therefore, time-shift analysis for many
reservoirs embedded in horizontal or gently dipping layers may be accomplished using multi-
compartment models comprised of rectangular blocks.
The time-shift distributions presented here have different implications for using each
wave type in time-lapse studies. Because P-wave offset-dependent time shifts are sensitive
to stress/strain-induced anisotropy, they yield useful information about deviatoric stress,
especially for shot locations outside the lateral extent of the reservoir. However, until signif-
icant reservoir depressurizations are achieved, P-wave time shifts and their offset variation
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may be too small to be reliably measured on field data. Similarly, if 4D surveys begin midway
into reservoir production, incremental time-shift magnitudes due to remaining compaction
could be very small. Although S-wave anisotropy is weak, larger PS- and S-wave time shifts
for waves passing through the reservoir can be used to monitor geomechanical and pressure
changes inside the reservoir volume. Our modeling agrees with empirical rock-physics ob-
servations that the shear-wave velocity (in particular VS0 inside the reservoir) is sensitive to
effective pressure changes and the associated variations in stress and strain. PS-wave time
shifts partially exhibit this sensitivity along with offset dependence of time shifts incurred on
the P-wave leg. The distinct differences between the spatial distributions of P- and PS-wave
time shifts outside the reservoir may be exploited to separate the individual contributions
of the volumetric and deviatoric strains. Separation of the two is most important above
the reservoir where the stress/strain anomalies interfere with drilling activities. The spa-
tial distributions and relative magnitudes of time shifts for different wave types analyzed




SENSITIVITY OF COMPACTION-INDUCED MULTICOMPONENT
SEISMIC TIME SHIFTS TO VARIATIONS IN RESERVOIR PROPERTIES
A paper submitted to Geophysics.
Steven Shawn Smith1,2,3 and Ilya Tsvankin4
4.1 Abstract
Pore-pressure variations inside producing reservoirs result in excess stress and strain
that influence the arrival times of reflected waves. Inversion of seismic data for pressure
changes requires better understanding of the dependence of compaction-induced time shifts
on reservoir pressure reduction. Here, we investigate pressure-dependent behavior of P-, S-,
and PS-wave time shifts from reflectors located above and below a rectangular reservoir em-
bedded in a homogeneous half-space. Our geomechanical modeling algorithm generates the
excess stress/strain field and the stress-induced stiffness tensor as linear functions of reservoir
pressure. Analysis of time shifts obtained from full-waveform synthetic data shows that they
vary almost linearly with pressure for reflectors above the reservoir, but become nonlinear
for reflections from the reservoir or deeper interfaces. Time-shift misfit curves computed
with respect to noise-contaminated data from a reference reservoir for a wide range of pres-
sure reductions display well-defined global minima corresponding to the actual pressure. In
addition, we evaluate the influence of the reservoir width on time shifts and the possibility of
constraining the width using time-lapse data. The paper also discusses the impact of mod-
erate perturbations in the strain-sensitivity coefficients (i.e., third-order stiffnesses) on time
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shifts and the accuracy of pressure inversion. Our feasibility analysis indicates that stable
pressure estimation requires including multicomponent time shifts from reflectors below the
reservoir. For multicompartment reservoirs, time shifts can be accurately modeled by linear
superposition of the excess stress/strain computed for the individual compartments.
4.2 Introduction
Compaction-induced seismic traveltime shifts can potentially be inverted for pressure
and fluid distributions inside a producing reservoir. Such an inversion contributes to the
understanding of how fluids are moving (sweeping) through a reservoir, of levels of inter-
compartment pressure communication, and whether fluid is produced away from wells (Grea-
ves and Fulp, 1987; Landrø, 2001; Lumley, 2001; Calvert, 2005; Hodgson et al., 2007; Wikel,
2008). Knowledge of reservoir pressure can also be used to estimate stress and strain varia-
tions outside the reservoir (Herwanger and Horne, 2005; Dusseault et al., 2007; Scott, 2007).
Identifying those stress patterns helps guide drilling decisions and reduce the cost of repairing
or replacing wells snapped or sheared by high stresses.
Conventional methodologies employ poststack data and compaction-induced vertical
stress/strain to estimate time-lapse velocity and volume changes (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005;
Janssen et al., 2006; Roste, 2007; Hodgson et al., 2007; Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro
et al., 2008). However, migration and stacking of data represents a complex filtering process
that can corrupt phase relationships and arrival times. Further, velocity/strain estimation
from field data using this approach often produces results that disagree with laboratory
experiments (Bathija et al., 2009). Also, it has been shown that shear (deviatoric) strains
generate significant time shifts, requiring the use of triaxial geomechanical interpretation of
time-lapse data (Schutjens et al., 2004; Sayers and Schutjens, 2007; Herwanger, 2008; Sayers,
2010; Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). Finally, offset dependence of P-wave time shifts is sensitive
to stress-induced anisotropy (Fuck et al., 2009b).
Estimation of compaction-related time shifts requires geomechanical computation of
excess strains, strain-induced stiffnesses, and modeling of time-lapse wavefields. Fuck et al.
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(2009b, 2011) develop a modeling methodology based on triaxial strain formulation and
nonlinear theory of elasticity, and estimate P-wave shifts using anisotropic ray tracing. Smith
and Tsvankin (2012) confirm the main P-wave results of Fuck et al. (2009b) and analyze time
shifts for S- and PS-waves using finite-difference elastic modeling. These studies demonstrate
that both volumetric (hydrostatic) and deviatoric (shear) strains generate significant time-
shift contributions for all three (P, S, and PS) modes. According to the results of Smith and
Tsvankin (2012), sensitivity of time shifts to reservoir pressure strongly varies with wave
type and reflector location.
Here, we use the geomechanical and seismic modeling methodology of Smith and Tsvan-
kin (2012) to study the dependence of P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts on reservoir pressure.
For a set of reflectors located above and below a single-compartment reservoir, we evaluate
the linearity of time shifts expressed as a function of reservoir pressure. We examine time-
shift misfits with respect to a reference reservoir for a realistic range of pressure reductions
and reservoir widths. We also study the sensitivity of pressure estimation to noise in the
input data and to moderate errors in the third-order stiffness coefficients. We conclude by
analyzing time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-waves for multicompartment reservoirs.
4.3 Theoretical Background
Modeling traveltime shifts caused by production-induced changes in a reservoir is typi-
cally treated as a three-step process (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). First, changes in reservoir
parameters (here, pressure reduction) result in excess stress and strain in and around the
reservoir (Figure 4.1). Second, the excess stress/strain perturbs the stiffness coefficients (Cij)
that govern the velocities and traveltimes of seismic waves. Third, the stress-induced stiff-
nesses are used to model time-lapse seismic data and compute the time shifts between the
baseline and monitor surveys. In the tests below, we compute time shifts for the reflectors























Figure 4.1. Reservoir geometry after Fuck et al. (2009b) and Smith and Tsvankin (2012).
Pore-pressure (Pp = Pfluid) reduction inside the reservoir results in an anisotropic velocity
field due to the excess stress and strain. The reservoir is composed of and embedded in
homogeneous Berea sandstone (VP = 2300 m/s, VS = 1640 m/s, ρ = 2140 kg/m
3) with the
following third-order stiffness coefficients: C111 = −13, 904 GPa, C112 = 533 GPa, and
C155 = 481 GPa (Sarkar et al., 2003). The effective stress coefficient α is introduced in
equation 4.1. The coefficient ξ scales fluid pressure with respect to its initial value (see
equation 4.1).
Figure 4.2. Reservoir (shaded) and reflectors (marked A, B, and C) used in our study.
Strains in Figure 4.3 are measured at X=0 km, 1 km, and 2 km on reflector A and on a
horizontal line through the reservoir center (marked by gray diamonds).
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4.3.1 Strain, stiffness, and traveltime perturbation
We employ a simplified, 2D rectangular reservoir model after Fuck et al. (2009b, 2011)
(Figure 4.1), composed of isotropic Berea sandstone that follows standard Biot-Willis com-
paction theory (Hofmann et al., 2005; Zoback, 2007). The effective pressure in the reservoir
(Peff) changes according to a reduction in the pore fluid pressure (Pfluid):
∆Peff = Pc − α Pfluid = Pc − α (ξP ◦fluid) , (4.1)
where Pc = ρ g z is the confining pressure of the overburden, ρ is the density of the overburden
column, g is acceleration due to gravity, z is reservoir depth, and α is known as the effective
stress coefficient (Biot-Willis coefficient for “dry” rock, with air as the only pore infill; here,
α = 0.85). The coefficient ξ (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) expresses changes in the fluid pressure through
its initial value, P ◦fluid, which corresponds to a stress/strain equilibrium (Smith and Tsvan-
kin, 2012). Velocities in the model are reduced by 10% from laboratory-measured values
to account for differences between static and dynamic stiffnesses in low-porosity rocks (Yale
and Jamieson, 1994). The modeling process confines pressure changes to the interior of the
reservoir block.
By definition,
α = 1− Ka
Kg
, (4.2)
where Ka is the aggregate bulk modulus of the material, and Kg is the bulk modulus of the
grains (Zoback, 2007). The value of Ka varies with pore volume and the pressure-dependent
bulk moduli of the pore fluid and matrix (Batzle and Han, 2009; Fjær, 2009). As the material
compacts and fluid is removed, the aggregate bulk modulus of the rock approaches that of
the grains (Ka → Kg), and α tends to zero (Hornby, 1996). For the range of pressure/strain
changes used in our studies, we assume uniform fluid type (“dead oil”), such that fluid moduli
and Ka remain constant. Also, depressurization of the reservoir compartment is assumed
to be uniform. Finally, the material is assumed to remain undamaged and to behave in
a linear fashion. Therefore, the value of α in our algorithm stays constant. However, for
cases where compaction-induced changes in the rock are sufficiently large, α will vary with
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pressure, porosity, or bulk moduli. This will make effective pressure changes in equation 4.1
nonlinear in Pfluid.
The resulting displacement, stress, and strain changes throughout the section can be
computed from analytic equations discussed by Hu (1989), Downs and Faux (1995), and
Davies (2003). However, here we perform geomechanical modeling using the finite element,
plane-strain solver from COMSOL (COMSOL AB, 2008), which has the ability to handle
more complicated, multicompartment reservoir geometries. Based on the reduction in the
effective pressure, COMSOL computes displacement changes, and changes to stress and
strain as linear functions of ∆Peff and, in our algorithm, of the fluid pressure Pfluid. The 2.0
km × 0.1 km reservoir is located in a 20 km × 10 km model space to obtain stress, strain,
and displacement close to those for a half-space.
Typical modeled volumetric and deviatoric strains for the range of pressures used in our
study are shown in Figure 4.3 for reflector A (Figure 4.2) and for a horizontal line through
the center of the reservoir. The volumetric strain (a scalar), which is equal to one-third of
the trace of the strain tensor, varies linearly with reservoir pressure, as expected (Figure
4.3a). The components of the deviatoric strain tensor have been summed to illustrate that
its variation with respect to pressure reduction is also linear (Figure 4.3b). The modeled
strains in Figure 4.3 are one or two orders of magnitude higher inside the reservoir than in the
overburden, and are comparable to those given by Barton (2006) for compacting reservoirs.
The strain-induced variations of the stiffness tensor cijkl can be expressed using the









ijkl + cijklmn ∆emn , (4.3)
where c◦ijkl is the second-rank stiffness tensor of the background (unperturbed) medium,
cijklmn is a sixth-order tensor containing the derivatives of the second-order stiffnesses with
respect to strain, and ∆emn is the excess strain tensor. Despite the term “nonlinear,” which
applies to Hooke’s law, equation 4.3 expresses the stiffnesses cijkl as linear functions of the

























Figure 4.3. Strains generated by geomechanical modeling of a reservoir at 1.5 km depth
(Figure 4.1). (a,b) Volumetric and (c,d) deviatoric strains at (a,c) reflector A and (b,d)
on a horizontal line through the center of the reservoir. Legends on each plot indicate
horizontal distances from the reservoir center (diamond markers in Figure 4.2). In this and
the following figures, ∆P is the percentage change in reservoir fluid pressure, which can be
expressed through the coefficient ξ in equation 4.1 as ∆P = (1− ξ) 100.
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pressure reduction ∆Peff , so are the second-order stiffnesses cijkl.
Wave propagation through the stressed medium is modeled using Hooke’s law with the
stiffness tensor cijkl. Using the Voigt convention, the tensor cijklmn can be converted into a
matrix Cαβγ, as described by Fuck and Tsvankin (2009). For 2D models, we need only two
elements of that matrix (C111 and C112), and employ the values measured on Berea sandstone
samples by Sarkar et al. (2003) (Figure 4.1). It should be noted that measurements of C111
and C112 are rare, and both coefficients are estimated with significant uncertainty. For
actual reservoir conditions, the coefficients Cαβγ can vary with pressure, temperature, and
saturation. Such in situ changes are particularly important should α tend toward zero, as this
would compound variations of the stiffnesses cijkl that determine velocity. Here, however, we
hold the coefficients C111 and C112 constant, which keeps the stiffnesses cijkl linear functions
of ∆emn and reservoir pressure.
While we work with full-waveform data generated by finite-differences, the influence of
local stiffness perturbations on time shifts can be easier understood by analyzing traveltimes
computed along rays. Fuck et al. (2011) obtain the P-wave time shifts δt along a certain












where ∆ekk is the change of the volumetric strain (ekk is 1/3 of the trace of strain tensor),








where C◦33 is the background stiffness coefficient. Equation 4.4 is valid only for small stiffness
perturbations. The first term of the integrand in equation 4.4 corresponds to time shifts due
to volumetric (hydrostatic) strains, while the second term accounts for the contribution of
deviatoric (shearing) strains. Clearly, the time shifts described by equation 4.4 are linear in
excess strains and, therefore, in the pressure drop inside the reservoir.
In general, however, time shifts are nonlinear in the stiffness coefficients. Indeed, even










From equations 4.4 and 4.6, we expect time shifts to vary linearly only for small changes
in stiffness (∆Cij). Therefore, it is important to evaluate the range of pressure drops,
and thus ∆emn and ∆Cij, for which traveltime shifts can be accurately described as linear
functions of stiffnesses and reservoir pressure. Additional nonlinearity could be introduced
by a pressure/porosity-dependent effective stress coefficient α (equations 4.1 and 4.2) or
variations in the coefficients Cαβγ, but such variations are not accounted for by our modeling
algorithm.
The character of the pressure dependence of time shifts from specific reflectors influences
the methodology one would use to invert for reservoir pressure. Should time shifts vary
linearly with reservoir pressure, estimation of the pressure drop ∆P is possible with standard
linear inversion techniques. Otherwise, it is necessary to employ a nonlinear/global inversion
method.
4.3.2 Time-shift trends vs. reflector depth
Smith and Tsvankin (2012) use an elastic finite-difference algorithm to model P-, S-, and
PS-wave reflections for baseline (Pfluid = P
◦
fluid) and monitor surveys. Time shifts for each
wave type are computed by isolating specific arrivals in the baseline and monitor surveys,
computing trace-by-trace cross-correlations between the surveys, and smoothing the resulting
time-shift curves. Figure 4.4 shows typical time-shift surfaces for a reservoir at 1.5 km depth
with a pressure drop of 20%, constructed using data from 22 reflectors located between the
surface and z=3 km. For P-waves (Figure 4.4a) the results are close to those obtained by ray
tracing (Fuck et al., 2009b). Strain-induced P-wave velocity anisotropy around the reservoir
causes offset-dependent traveltime shifts. Laterally varying P-wave time-shift patterns below
the reservoir are due to elevated shearing (deviatoric) strains at the reservoir endcaps. The
excess strain does not cause substantial SV-wave anisotropy because the symmetry of the








Figure 4.4. Typical time-shift surfaces for (a) P-waves, (b) S-waves, and (c) PS-waves,
measured using 22 horizontal reflectors above and below the reservoir of Figure 4.1 (Smith
and Tsvankin, 2012). The time shifts correspond to hypothetical specular reflection points
at each (X,Z) location in the subsurface. Positive shifts indicate lags and negative shifts are
leads. Source location is indicated by the white asterisk on top. Reflectors A, B, and C from
Figure 4.2 are shown for reference.
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Time shifts for various wave types/reflector combinations exhibit different sensitivities
to reservoir pressure changes. For P-waves both above and below the reservoir, time shifts
vary with offset due to changing deviatoric stress around the reservoir (Figure 4.4a). The
combination of increased volumetric and deviatoric strains inside the reservoir generates
large S- and PS-wave time shifts from reflectors beneath it (Figures 4.4b,c). These trends
provide useful guidance for designing a stable pressure-inversion procedure. For this study,
reflectors A, B, and C (Figure 4.2) are used to measure time shifts of P-, S- and PS-waves
for a range of pressure drops and to evaluate the linearity of the pressure dependence of time
shifts.
P-wave time shifts in Figure 4.4 (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012) are approximately 2-3
times larger than typical values measured in the field (Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Hatchell
and Bourne, 2005; Herwanger et al., 2007; Hodgson et al., 2007; Rickett et al., 2007; Staples
et al., 2007; De Gennaro et al., 2008). Smaller values of the third-order stiffnesses Cαβγ,
or a decrease in the effective stress coefficient (α) at larger pressure drops will reduce the
magnitude of modeled time shifts. However, direct comparison of our results with time
shifts from real-world reservoirs is nontrivial. In particular, we use laboratory data for rock
samples with an R-factor that is much higher than that estimated from field data (Hat-
chell and Bourne, 2005; Bathija et al., 2009). Also, third-order stiffnesses obtained in the
laboratory may not be suitable for modeling reservoirs without certain adjustment.
Complex reservoir models typically incorporate multiple updates (history matching) of
geology and rock-physics properties (strain, velocity, porosity, saturation, temperature, and
R-factor) using well-log data (Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro et al., 2008). Although this
approach cannot be implemented here, the spatial patterns in Figure 4.4 will remain largely
unchanged by rock-property updates. For example, the spatial distribution of P-wave time
shifts in Figure 4.4a is similar to that of the time shifts from the Stillwater field shown by
Staples et al. (2007), despite differences in time-shift magnitudes.
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4.4 Methodology
4.4.1 Modeling and assumptions
Here, we examine the variation of compaction-induced time shifts for the three reflec-
tors from Figure 4.2 with the pressure drop and the corresponding ∆Cij(x, z). The initially
homogeneous stiffness/velocity field across the section becomes heterogeneous and aniso-
tropic as reservoir pressure is reduced. Following geomechanical finite-element modeling of
compaction-induced strain [∆emn(x, z)], changes in the stiffnesses are computed from equa-
tion 4.3. These stiffnesses are used by an elastic finite-difference code (Sava et al., 2010) to
generate shot records of reflected waves.
Reflectors A, B, and C are inserted as density perturbations to sample traveltimes and
estimate time shifts for each shot. Then, the multicomponent synthetic data are processed
to isolate arrivals from the specific reflector, and time shifts between the reference (baseline)
and monitor reservoir models are computed by crosscorrelation. P-wave time shifts are
measured from the records of the vertical displacement, while S- and PS-shifts are measured
on the horizontal component. Additional smoothing is applied to reduce time-shift anomalies
caused by interfering arrivals that distort the wavelet shape. For all models discussed here,
the reservoir depth is 1.5 km, and the source is located above the center of the reservoir
(X=0).
4.4.2 Misfit (objective) functions
In the tests below, we individually vary reservoir pressure and reservoir width. Misfits
(objective functions) for P-, S-, and PS-waves time shifts between reflections for a given








where k = 1, 2, ..., N are the individual traces in the shot record. The time-shift misfit
between a modeled (test) reservoir and the reference reservoir is computed by depressurizing
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both reservoirs from the zero-stress/strain initial state. Joint misfit is found as the L2-norm








The joint misfit is computed to gauge potential benefits of combining different wave types.
The exact combination and weighting of time shifts of different modes from field data will
depend on a number of factors, including the quality of the acquired waveforms. Misfits
discussed below have not been normalized in order to facilitate comparison of results for
different wave types at specific reflectors.
4.5 Analysis
4.5.1 Time shifts and sensitivity to reservoir pressure
Figure 4.5 shows measured time shifts of P-, S- and PS-waves reflected from interfaces
A, B, and C for a set of 20 reservoir pressure drops of up to 30% of the initial reservoir fluid
pressure. Positive shifts indicate lags where monitor survey reflections arrive later than those
in the baseline survey, and negative shifts are leads. Data for S- and PS-waves do not include
time-shift estimates at X=0 due to the low amplitudes of the horizontal displacement from
a vertical force at small offsets. These time-shift curves are shown as-is, without smoothing.
Artifacts in these curves are measurement errors due to distortions in the monitor wavelet
caused by interfering arrivals (see Smith and Tsvankin, 2012).
In general, P-wave time-shift lags at reflector A (top row) are linear with pressure drop,
and are associated with a P-wave velocity reduction above the reservoir. S-waves reflected
from interface A experience small velocity increases and time-shift leads due to changes in
the stiffness C55 in the overburden. At small source-receiver offsets, PS-wave shifts above
the reservoir are close to zero, because P-lags are almost canceled by S-leads (Smith and
Tsvankin, 2012). At reflector B, time shifts for all three modes exhibit slightly nonlinear
behavior with increasing pressure drop. Time shifts from reflector C are clearly nonlinear as




























Figure 4.5. Time shifts for reservoirs with pressure drops up to 30%. The source is located
above the center of the reservoir at X=0. (a,b,c) reflector A, (d,e,f) reflector B, and (g,h,i)
reflector C. Columns correspond to (a,d,g) P-wave, (b,e,h) S-wave, and (c,f,i) PS-wave. Plot
legends indicate receiver X-coordinate.
Therefore, given data with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio, time shifts for re-
flectors above the reservoir can be inverted for ∆P using standard linear inverse methods.
Reflections from beneath the reservoir produce quasi-linear time shifts for a small pressure
drop, but they become nonlinear in pressure after 10-20% depressurization. Accordingly,
time shifts of P-, S-, and PS- waves reflected from deep interfaces should be processed by a
nonlinear inversion algorithm.
As a second aspect of our feasibility study, we evaluate the sensitivity to pressure of total
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time shifts from all offsets for specific modes and reflectors. For this discussion, the term
“higher sensitivity” indicates a combination of high time-shift values and a steeply-sloped
misfit curve with a distinct minimum at the reference (true) pressure value (Figure 4.6c, for
example). L2-norm time-shift misfits (equation 4.7) for 20 pressure drops of up to 30% were
computed against a reference reservoir in Figure 4.1, having a pressure drop of 15% (half way
between 10% and 20% pressure drops shown in Smith and Tsvankin, 2012, and approximately
equal to the 5 MPa pressure drop of Fuck et al., 2009b). The results for P-, S-, PS-waves
along with joint misfits (equation 4.8) are shown in Figure 4.6. Misfit curves correlate well
with the time-shift magnitudes for each wave type and reflector depth in Figures 4.2 and 4.4,
and the global minima coincide with the actual 15% pressure drop. For reflector A, PS-wave
time shifts at larger offsets provide greater sensitivity to lower pressure drops than do time
shifts of P- and S-waves. At the top of the reservoir (reflector B), P-wave time shifts change
most rapidly with pressure deviation from the reference value. S-wave shifts clearly provide
the largest sensitivity for all pressure drops beneath the reservoir (reflector C). However, in
all cases, the joint misfit is more sensitive to pressure than the misfit for any single wave
type.
4.5.2 Sensitivity to errors in C111 and C112
As previously mentioned, there are only a few available measurements of the third-
order stiffness coefficients needed to compute strain-induced changes in the second-order
stiffnesses (equation 4.3). The published values of C111 and C112 may also contain significant
uncertainty as they were not obtained under in situ conditions. During the measurement
process, rock samples used to obtain these coefficients may not have been subjected to
reservoir temperature, saturation, and levels of strain that actually occur in the reservoir.
Further, the initial stress state of the samples has been altered by extracting them from the
subsurface. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the sensitivity of the modeled time shifts
and pressure estimation to variation in C111 and C112 (see equation 4.5).










































































































Figure 4.6. L2-norm misfits of time shifts for reservoir pressure drops ranging from 0% to
30%. The reference reservoir corresponds to a pressure drop of 15%. (a) reflector A, (b)
reflector B, and (c) reflector C.
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4.6, but with distorted values of C111 and C112. The coefficients C111 and C112 of the reference
reservoir remain fixed at the values from Figure 4.1. The misfits in Figure 4.7 are computed
for S-waves from reflector B, but are indicative of the general behavior of all wave types at
all reflectors. Changing C111 by ±20% causes substantial variations in the time shifts; in
particular, a higher magnitude of C111 results in larger stiffness perturbations (Figure 4.7a).
The sensitivity of the time shifts to C112 is much lower because that coefficient is smaller
than C111. All combined permutations of distorted values of C111 and C112 (Figure 4.7b)
cause some deviations from the unperturbed L2-misfit curves, mostly due to errors in C111.
According to equation 4.3, strain-related stiffnesses are proportional to the product of Cαβγ
and the pressure drop ∆P . Therefore, 20% perturbations in C111 cause an approximately
20% displacement of the minimum of the misfit curve along the pressure axis (i.e., a 20%
increase in C111 is compensated by a 20% decrease in ∆P ).
4.5.3 Influence of reservoir width
Whereas reservoir depth is typically well known from borehole data, the true width of
the reservoir (or a given reservoir compartment) may be estimated with an error. Because
the stress/strain field around the reservoir is a function of the compartment dimensions, the
strain-dependent time shifts change with reservoir width. In particular, shear (deviatoric)
stresses are largest at the endcaps of the reservoir, even for reservoirs of elliptical shape
(Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). The distance between these shear-strain anomalies varies with
reservoir width, thus changing the ratio of volumetric to deviatoric strain around the reser-
voir. An illustration of this variation for multicompartment reservoirs is shown in Figures
4.11g,h below.
Figure 4.8 displays time shifts of P-, S- and PS-waves at reflectors A, B, and C for
reservoir width ranging from 0.5 km to 4 km. The reference reservoir width for misfit
measurements is 2 km. Time shifts above reflector A do not vary significantly with reservoir
width, except when shearing strains from the reservoir endcaps are close to one another.
However, directly above the reservoir at reflector B, P-wave time shifts change by up to 10
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Figure 4.7. L2-norm misfits of time shifts for S-waves from reflector B computed with
distorted third-order stiffness coefficients C111 and C112. The values of C111 and C112 for
the reference reservoir (at ∆P = 15%) are unchanged. The coefficients C111 and C112 are




























Figure 4.8. Time shifts for reservoir width ranging from 0.5 km to 4 km. Pressure drops for
all reservoirs are 15%. (a,b,c) reflector A, (d,e,f) reflector B, and (g,h,i) reflector C. (a,d,g)
P-wave, (b,e,h) S-wave, and (c,f,i) PS-wave. Plot legends indicate receiver X-coordinate.
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ms. The largest time shifts occur for smaller source-receiver offsets at reflector C for wider
(2+ km) reservoirs with ∆P = 15%, reaching magnitudes similar to those for the reservoir
shown in Figure 4.4. The elevated time shifts in the region below the center of wider reservoirs
(at reflector C) are indicative of a more significant compaction within the reservoir (i.e., the
ratio of vertical-to-horizontal strain inside the reservoir increases with reservoir width). The
sensitivity curves for P-, S-, and PS-waves (Figure 4.9) are reasonably smooth, with the
exception of the S-wave misfit for reflector B and a reservoir width of 3 km (this is likely
due to a processing artifact). As is the case with pressure dependence, joint misfit data from
reflector C are most sensitive to variations in reservoir width.
The influence of distortions in the stiffnesses C111 and C112 on the time-shift misfits in
Figure 4.9 is similar to that in Figure 4.7. Whereas the magnitude of time shifts changes
significantly for ±20% variation in C111 (less so for variations in C112), the minimum misfit
clearly identifies the correct reservoir width. For reservoirs more than 2.0 km-wide, large
jumps in stress/strain occur at the reservoir corners and boundaries (Smith and Tsvankin,
2012). This causes substantial time-shift variations at reflector B for ±20% changes in C111
and, therefore, pronounced changes in the misfit curves in Figure 4.9b. However, the mini-
mum misfit still corresponds to the reference reservoir width of 2.0 km, with two exceptions.
First, altering C111 expands or contracts the region of compaction-induced changes in the
stiffness C55 in the overburden (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012), which influences the position of
the minimum misfit for S-waves at reflector A. For a 20% distortion in C111, the reservoir
width corresponding to that minimum misfit differs by 20%-50% from the correct value.
Second, appreciable deviations of the misfit minima from the correct width, similar to those
shown in Figure 4.7 for pressure, occur for all wave types at reflector C, but not at reflectors
A or B.
4.5.4 Sensitivity to noise in reference time shifts
The influence of Gaussian noise with standard deviations of 2 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms
added to the time shifts for the reference reservoir (Figures 4.5 and 4.6) is shown in Figure
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Figure 4.9. L2-norm misfits of time shifts for reservoir width ranging from 0.5 km to 4 km
computed with respect to a 2 km-wide reference reservoir (Figure 4.1). The pressure drop
for all reservoirs is 15%. (a) Reflector A, (b) reflector B, and (c) reflector C (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.10. L2-norm misfits for noise-contaminated reference time shifts as a function of
reservoir pressure drop (compare with the corresponding noise-free misfits in Figure 4.6).
The reference reservoir pressure drop is 15%. (a,b,c) reflector A, (d,e,f) reflector B, and
(g,h,i) reflector C. The standard deviation of noise increases by column: (a,d,g) ± 2 ms,
(b,e,h) ± 5 ms, and (c,f,i) ± 10 ms.
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4.10. Here, the sensitivity of a given wave type at each reflector and noise level is indicated
by the magnitude and slope of the misfit at pressures differing from that of the reference
reservoir function. The largest noise level is chosen to be sufficient to obfuscate typical
P-wave time-shift values, but not so high as to be unrealistic. Time-shift misfits for 2-ms
noise (left column) do not differ significantly from the corresponding noise-free estimates
in Figure 4.6. Substantial degradation in sensitivity is observed for reflectors A and B for
5-ms noise (Figures 4.10b,e). The misfit curves develop local minima, indicating that a
linear inversion algorithm may fail at moderate noise levels. For stronger noise reaching 10
ms (approximately 2/3 of the maximum P-wave time shifts for noise-free data), the misfit
curves for reflectors A and B are significantly distorted. Time shifts of all wave types for
reflector C, however, are sufficiently large to still provide smooth sensitivity curves with a
clear global minimum and minimal degradation. Predictably, as noise levels increase, the
sensitivity to pressure reduction declines, but joint sensitivity for reflectors B and C remains
reasonably high. Hence, in the presence of substantial noise, joint and S-wave time shifts for
reflectors below the reservoir provide the most reliable input data for pressure inversion.
4.5.5 Strain fields for multicompartment reservoirs
Next, we examine the possibility of modeling strain fields for multicompartment reser-
voirs by linear superpositions of strains generated by each compartment. Inversion of time-
shift data for pressure variations in multicompartment reservoirs can help evaluate the pres-
sure distribution away from the wellbore.
Following the description of subsurface displacement by Segall (1992) as an integral of a
pressure-dependent Green’s function, Hodgson et al. (2007) invert for pressure in multicom-
partment reservoirs. They express the vertical strain at a point (x,z) outside the reservoir as
the sum of the pressure changes (equation 4.1) in the individual compartments multiplied by
a Green’s function that depends on the compartment stiffness, shape, and depth (Mindlin
and Cheng, 1950a; Sen, 1951).
We have shown that time shifts for triaxial stress/strain geomechanical models are
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approximately linear in reservoir pressure as long as the pressure drop and, thus, the corre-
sponding stiffness changes are small. Here, we verify the superposition principle of Hodgson
et al. (2007) for multicompartment geomechanical models. The strain field of a reservoir
compartment is a function of its size and properties (i.e., of the compartment Green’s func-
tion). The addition of other compartments alters the background medium around the first
compartment and, therefore, changes that compartment’s strain field. Thus, even for small
pressure reductions, the strain field (and the resulting stiffnesses and time shifts) of a mul-
ticompartment reservoir may somewhat differ from the sum of the contributions of each
compartment. This is a manifestation of “crosstalk,” where the presence of other compart-
ments influences the response of any single compartment computed in isolation.
We compare time shifts for the single compartment, 2 km-wide reservoir of Figure 4.1
to those for a 2-km wide reservoir composed of two 1 km-wide sub-compartments centered
at X = ±0.5 km. The pressure drop in each compartment is 20%. Time shifts for the
second, multicompartment reservoir are computed by the linear superposition of the strain
fields of the smaller, 1-km wide compartments. First, the strain fields are computed for a
single, 1 km-wide reservoir (Figures 4.11a,d,g). To obtain the strains for a second, 1 km-
wide reservoir symmetric with respect to X=0, these strain fields are mirrored across the
X=0 axis. Then we add the strain fields for both reservoirs and use them in the time-shift
modeling process prior to computing the stiffness coefficients. While the strain elements
e11(+x, z) and e33(+x, z) are symmetric with respect to the same elements at x < 0, it is
necessary to reverse the sign of e13(+x, z) to find e13(−x, z).
The strain-field patterns in Figure 4.11 for the single compartment, 1 km-wide (a,d,g),
and 2 km-wide (c,f,i) reservoirs are quite similar. There are slight differences in the “projec-
tion” of the element e33 into the surrounding medium attributable to differences in reservoir
width (also see Fuck et al., 2011).
The time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-waves for all three reservoirs are shown in Figure
4.12. The 1 km-wide reservoir centered at X=0.5 km (Figure 4.12a,b,c) exhibits time-shift





































































































































































































Figure 4.11. Comparison of strains computed for a reservoir constructed from two sub-
compartments (b,e,h) 1 km-wide (a,d,g), and a single compartment 2 km-wide (c,f,i). (a,b,c)
horizontal strain; (d,e,f) vertical strain; (g,h,i) shear strain. The pressure drop is 20%.
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time shifts for the 2 km-wide double-compartment reservoir (Figure 4.12d,e,f) and those for
two single-compartment reservoirs (Figure 4.12g,h,i) are almost identical. Small oscillatory
differences between the S-wave time shifts are due to polynomial fitting/smoothing employed
in post-processing (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). Similar oscillations occur in the PS-wave
time shifts above the two-compartment reservoir (Figure 4.12f), but the PS-wave shifts
beneath the reservoir are similar for both cases.
Although it is not feasible to perform this comparison for a wide range of reservoir mod-
els, these results indicate that time shifts obtained by linear superposition of the strain fields
of multiple compartments are close to the time shifts of a compound, single-compartment
reservoir. This assumes that the strains are sufficiently small, because superposition of large
strains from multiple subcompartments becomes inadequate due to the differences between
the corresponding Green’s functions (Mindlin and Cheng, 1950a).
4.6 Conclusions
We have studied the dependence of P-, S- and PS-wave time shifts on reservoir pressure
with the goal of assessing the feasibility of pressure and width estimation for a 2D rect-
angular reservoir. The model comprises a homogeneous block of Berea sandstone, where
pore-pressure changes inside the reservoir induce heterogeneous stress/strain and stiffness
fields throughout the medium. Geomechanical modeling is implemented with a finite-element
solver that generates excess stress and strain as a linear function of reservoir pressure. Mul-
ticomponent seismic data are modeled by an elastic finite-difference code, and resulting time
shifts are computed by specialized post-processing. Whereas the stress-induced stiffness ten-
sor is linear in excess strain, traveltime shifts generally depend on the stiffness coefficients
in a nonlinear fashion.
In the regions with relatively small strain, pressure-related perturbations in the stiff-
nesses are not sufficiently large to cause nonlinearity of time shifts. For example, time shifts
are linear in pressure reduction for reflectors above the reservoir. However, strains inside



















































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.12. P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts for a reservoir constructed from two sub-
compartments 1 km-wide (a,b,c) to form a reservoir 2 km-wide (d,e,f). A single-compartment
reservoir 2 km-wide (g,h,i) is shown for comparison. Pressure drop for all compart-
ments/reservoirs is 20%. (a,d,g) P-wave, (b,e,h) S-wave, and (c,f,i) PS-wave. Plots (d,e,f)
are generated by adding the strain fields of both subcompartments prior to computing stiff-
nesses.
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changes. Thus, waves reflected from points at and below the reservoir generally exhibit
nonlinear time-shift dependence on pressure.
L2-norm misfits of time shifts computed with respect to a reference reservoir show that
S-wave reflections from interfaces beneath the reservoir provide the most sensitive data for
pressure estimation. S-wave shifts at these reflectors are substantial due to large strains, and
thus stiffness changes inside the reservoir. Misfit curves for S-wave shifts from deep reflectors
have well defined global minima at the correct pressure value even for reference time shifts
contaminated with 10-ms noise. This suggests that inversion for reservoir pressure with
noisy data should operate with (preferably multicomponent) reflections from beneath the
reservoir.
One source of uncertainty in interpretation of time-lapse data is the strain-sensitivity
tensor (i.e., third-order stiffnesses), which is poorly constrained by existing measurements.
Although time shifts vary substantially with the coefficient C111 (the other coefficient, C112,
is much smaller in our model), errors of up to 20% in the third-order stiffnesses do not alter
the general shape of the time-shift misfit curves. Still, the minimum misfit moves from the
correct pressure value, with the percentage deviation close to the error in C111.
Rock-property differences between laboratory and in situ (i.e., from seismic or borehole
data) measurements are illustrated by large discrepancies between lab- and field-estimated
R-factors. It may be possible to scale velocities measured on small, dry, low-temperature
samples in the lab to in situ velocity values. When applied to reservoir models of the type
used here, this may yield modeled time shifts that are closer to those estimated from field
data.
Another important parameter that can be potentially estimated from time shifts is
the width of the reservoir. The magnitude of time shifts increases with reservoir width in
a nonlinear fashion. Our sensitivity analysis indicates that, as with pressure estimation,
the most reliable information for constraining reservoir width is provided by deep S-wave
reflections.
Our numerical testing confirms that time shifts for multicompartment reservoirs can
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be modeled by superposition of the strain fields generated by the individual compartments.
Such linear superposition, however, is valid only when the excess stress/strain is sufficiently
small. Superposition of the strain-induced stiffnesses computed for each subcompartment is
much less accurate because time shifts are nonlinear in stiffness.
For reservoirs composed of a single or multiple compartments, a linear inversion method
may be sufficient for pressure estimation as long as pressure changes are small (up to approx-
imately 10%). However, time shifts measured at larger pressure drops should be inverted by
a more general, nonlinear (global) algorithm.
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Chapter 5
INVERSION OF MULTICOMPONENT SEISMIC TIME SHIFTS FOR
RESERVOIR PRESSURE AND LENGTH: A FEASIBILITY STUDY
5.1 Summary
Pressure drops associated with reservoir production generate excess stress and strain
that cause traveltime shifts of reflected waves. Here, we invert time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-
waves measured between baseline and monitor surveys for pressure reduction and reservoir
length. The inversion results can be used to estimate compaction-induced stress and strain
changes around the reservoir. We implement a hybrid inversion algorithm that incorporates
elements of gradient, global/genetic, and nearest-neighbor methods, and permits exploration
of the parameter space while simultaneously following local misfit gradients. Our synthetic
examples indicate that optimal estimates of reservoir pressure from P-wave data can be
obtained using the reflections from the reservoir top. For S-waves, time shifts from the
top of the reservoir can be inverted for pressure if the noise level is low. However, if noise
contamination is significant, it is preferable to use S-wave data (or combined shifts of all three
modes) from reflectors beneath the reservoir. Reservoir length can be estimated using the
time shifts of any mode from the reservoir top or deeper reflectors. Numerical testing shows
that a potentially serious source of error in the inversion is a distortion in the strain-sensitivity
coefficients which govern the magnitude of stiffness changes. We conclude by illustrating the
differences between the actual strain field and those corresponding to the best-case inversion
results obtained using P- and S- wave data. This feasibility study suggests which wave types




Pressure variations inside a petroleum reservoir influence drilling and production deci-
sions throughout the life of the field. Inversion for the pressure distribution in multicompart-
ment reservoir models permits identification of depleted zones and isolated compartments
sealed off by geologic formations (Greaves and Fulp, 1987; Landrø, 2001; Lumley, 2001;
Calvert, 2005; Hodgson et al., 2007; Wikel, 2008). Pressure inversion may also identify re-
gions of elevated stress and strain where existing wells may fail, or additional drilling should
be avoided.
Most existing publications on modeling and estimation of production-induced strains
and time shifts have focused on vertical strain formulations (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005;
Janssen et al., 2006; Roste, 2007; Hodgson et al., 2007; Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro
et al., 2008). However, several studies have shown that modeling of triaxial strains/stresses
is necessary because shear strains contribute significantly to stiffness perturbations and, thus,
time shifts (Schutjens et al., 2004; Sayers and Schutjens, 2007; Herwanger, 2008; Fuck et al.,
2009b; Sayers, 2010; Fuck et al., 2011; Smith and Tsvankin, 2012).
Time shifts and reservoir pressure estimated from seismic data can be highly dependent
on processing methods, geomechanical model, and the quality of the recorded waveforms. A
process known as “cross equalization” (Rickett and Lumley, 1998, 2001) is typically applied to
field data for the purpose of making them suitable for time-lapse inversion. Time-shift com-
putation from synthetic data still requires post-processing of the modeled reflected wavefields
designed to suppress artifacts caused by interfering arrivals (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012).
Using geomechanical modeling and time-shift analysis, Fuck et al. (2009b) demonstrated
that it is essential to account for triaxial stress and stress-induced anisotropy in describing
offset-dependent P-wave time shifts. Smith and Tsvankin (2012) extended time-shift model-
ing to multicomponent data and studied the variation of P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts with
reservoir pressure and reflector depth (here, by S-waves we mean the SV-mode). Because
stress-induced anisotropy is close to elliptical, the velocity of SV-waves and of the SV-leg of
PS-waves is almost independent of direction. Large compaction-induced strains inside the
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reservoir generate S-wave time shifts for deep reflectors that are 2-3 times larger than those
for P-waves. A sensitivity study by Smith and Tsvankin (2013b) demonstrates that S-wave
time shifts for reflectors beneath the reservoir become nonlinear in pressure for relatively
large stiffness changes corresponding to pressure reductions exceeding approximately 10%.
Their results suggest that time shifts of shear-wave reflections may be large enough to invert
for reservoir pressure when P-wave shifts (which are smaller) are obfuscated by noise.
Here, we present integrated 2D geomechanical/seismic inversion of compaction-induced
time shifts obtained from multicomponent seismic data generated for simple, single-compart-
ment reservoir models. The reservoir is embedded in a homogeneous, isotropic background
medium that becomes heterogeneous and anisotropic after the pressure reduction. The time
shifts are estimated using P-, S-, and PS-wave reflections from three interfaces around the
reservoir. Our inversion algorithm combines global and gradient techniques with the goal of
both exploring the error space and ensuring convergence toward a global minimum. Inversion
for reservoir pressure and length is performed for each mode (P, S, PS) separately, as well as
for the combination of time shifts of all three wave types. We also examine the differences
between the strain field of the reference reservoir and those of the best inverted models.
5.3 Theoretical Background
5.3.1 Geomechanical and time-shift modeling
The far-field stress and strain fields of a subsurface inclusion undergoing pressure or
thermal changes (Hu, 1989; Downs and Faux, 1995) can be expressed through the Green’s
function. A closed-form equation describing the pressure-dependent vertical strain in a half-
space with a free surface is given by McCann and Wilts (1951) and Mindlin and Cheng
(1950a). In what has become a standard method, Hodgson et al. (2007) invert time shifts
for the vertical strain εzz using the “R-factor” equation of Hatchell and Bourne (2005):
∆t
t
= (1 + R) εzz , (5.1)
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where ∆t is the estimated P-wave time shift, t is the P-wave traveltime, and R is a coefficient
empirically determined from field-survey time-shift measurements. Then pressure reductions
can be estimated from εzz by incrementally updating rock-physics and geologic properties
with the help of well logs and seismic data.
However, rocks both inside and outside a producing reservoir are subject to varying
combinations of vertical and horizontal stress (e.g. Herwanger, 2008), indicating the need to
account for triaxial stress/strain. A numerical example showing the equivalence of time shifts
produced by single-compartment and two-compartment reservoirs of identical dimensions is
given in Smith and Tsvankin (2013b), who model a complete compaction-induced strain
tensor.
Here, we invert for reservoir pressure and length using time shifts estimated from coupled
geomechanical and seismic modeling (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). The strain field around
the compacting reservoir of Figure 5.1 is computed with triaxial, plane-strain finite-element
modeling (COMSOL AB, 2008). The section is composed of a homogeneous unstressed
material, and the effective pressure of the region designated as the reservoir is given by
Peff = Pc − α Pfluid = Pc − α (ξP ◦fluid) , (5.2)
where Pc is the confining pressure of the overburden column, Pfliud is the pressure of the fluid
in the pore space, and P ◦fliud is the initial fluid pressure. The coefficient ξ is is responsible
for reservoir depressurization, and α is an effective stress coefficient describing the response
of the aggregate fluid and rock matrix.
Pore-pressure (Pp = Pfluid) reduction within the reservoir block (Figure 5.1) results in
an anisotropic velocity field due to the excess stress and strain. The resulting 2D model
is transversely isotropic with a tilted axis of symmetry (TTI) (Tsvankin, 2005; Fuck et al.,
2011). The coefficient α can change with reservoir properties, making equation 5.2 nonlin-
ear in pressure for large compaction/porosity changes. However, for the range of effective
pressures in this study, α is approximately constant (Hornby, 1996). The depressurization
of the reservoir compartment and fluid type are assumed to be uniform, and the reservoir
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Figure 5.1. Compacting reservoir and reflectors (marked A, B, and C) used to measure
traveltime shifts. ∆P is the change in the initial reservoir fluid pressure given in equation
5.2. The reservoir is at a depth of 1.5 km, and measures 2.1 km in length (L), and 0.1
km in thickness (h). The reservoir is embedded in a homogeneous medium with density
ρ = 2140 kg/m3, velocities VP = 2300 m/s and VS = 1640 m/s and the third-order stiffness
coefficients C111 = −13, 904 GPa, C112 = 533 GPa, and C155 = 481 GPa (Sarkar et al., 2003).
of bulk moduli, which can occur when gas bubbles out of pore fluids (i.e., the pressure drops
below the “bubble-point”) (Batzle and Han, 2009), or the replacement of oil by water.
Strain-induced changes in the second-order stiffnesses cijkl, which serve as input to
seismic modeling, are computed using the so-called nonlinear theory of elasticity (Hearmon,








ijkl + cijklmn ∆emn , (5.3)
where c◦ijkl is the stiffness tensor of the background (unperturbed) medium, cijklmn is the
sixth-order “strain-sensitivity” tensor and ∆emn is the excess strain tensor. Index pairs of
the tensor cijklmn can be contracted into single indices changing from 1 to 6 using Voigt
notation (e.g., Tsvankin, 2005), which results in the matrix Cαβγ.
We employ a 2D elastic finite-difference code (Sava et al., 2010) to generate multicom-
ponent P-, S- and PS-wave data for baseline (∆P = 0) and monitor (∆P > 0) surveys.
Reflectors measuring one grid point in thickness are inserted into the model as density
anomalies (for details, see Smith and Tsvankin, 2012).
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Time shifts for P-waves are estimated using the vertical (Z) displacement component,
while those for S(SV)- and PS-wave data are estimated on the horizontal (X) component.
Shot gathers from baseline and monitor surveys are windowed and FK-filtered to isolate the
arrivals of interest, and crosscorrelated trace-by-trace to measure the time shifts. The data
are smoothed to remove spurious or sharp/high-frequency variations in the time-shift curves.
The smoothing represents a form of regularization that improves inversion stability while
sacrificing a degree of fit to the data (Aster et al., 2005). This process produces smooth time-
shift curves for P-, S-, and PS-waves as a function of the lateral coordinate at reflectors A,
B, and C (Figure 5.1). Similar post-processing including resampling/interpolation, filtering,
stacking, amplitude matching, etc. (referred to as cross-equalization) would be applied to
field data prior to time-shift estimation (Rickett and Lumley, 1998, 2001; Magnesan et al.,
2005).
5.4 Inversion Methodology
5.4.1 Properties of multicomponent time shifts
Time shifts are estimated from synthetic data generated for the depressurized reference
reservoir in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-waves for a fluid-
pressure drop of 20% with the source located above the reservoir center. The spatial patterns
of compaction-induced time shifts remain consistent over a range of pressure drops, and
reflectors A, B, and C are positioned to sample these distributions for inversion purposes.
Compaction-induced strains in the reservoir volume are 1-2 orders of magnitude larger than
those in the surrounding medium (Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b). The resulting velocity
increases inside the reservoir cause time shifts to change from lags in the overburden to leads
beneath the reservoir. Therefore, the reservoir essentially behaves like a high-velocity lens
for all wave types.
P-wave time shifts (Figure 5.2a) exhibit pronounced offset variations around the reser-
voir due to the stress-induced anisotropy. While SV-wave anisotropy is weak, shear-wave








Figure 5.2. Typical two-way time-shift distributions for (a) P-waves, (b) S-waves, and (c)
PS-waves measured using 22 reflectors around the reservoir (white box) from Figure 5.1
(Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). The time shifts correspond to hypothetical specular reflection
points at each (X,Z) location in the subsurface. Positive shifts indicate lags where monitor
survey reflections arrive later than the baseline events; negative shifts are leads. Source
location is indicated by the white asterisk at the top.
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P-waves (Figure 5.2b). PS-wave time-shift trends (Figure 5.2c) depend on the reflection
(conversion) point, and for reflectors beneath the reservoir are governed by the combination
of P-wave lags in the overburden and larger S-wave leads accumulated inside the reservoir.
For reflectors in the overburden, S-wave leads practically cancel P-wave lags, and time shifts
of PS-waves are generally small (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012). Variations in these time-shift
patterns occur with source location, and the proximity of the reservoir to the free surface.
Multicompartment reservoirs exhibit time-shift distributions similar to those in Figure
5.2, but with strain and time-shift perturbations caused by the inter-compartment pressure
differences or variations in shape (Smith and Tsvankin, 2012; Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b).
The results for a single-compartment reservoir presented here highlight the general properties
of time shifts of different wave types for a wide range of reflector depths. Making the
model more complicated by introducing a multicompartment reservoir or a heterogeneous
background would result in a loss of generality, making the results specific to a certain
geologic section.
5.4.2 Model properties and inversion constraints
As in our previous publications, the reservoir is comprised of and embedded in a homo-
geneous material with the properties of Berea sandstone (Figure 5.1). The effective stress
coefficient α for the reservoir is 0.85 (equation 5.2). Velocities are reduced by 10% from
the laboratory values to account for the difference between static and dynamic stiffnesses in
low-porosity rocks (Yale and Jamieson, 1994).
For geomechanical modeling, the reservoir is located in a finite-element mesh measuring
20 km×10 km, which allows us to obtain stress, strain, and displacement close to those for a
half-space. The pressure reduction in the reference (actual) reservoir is 17.5%, with pressure
drops of the inversion models constrained to be between 10% and 20% (0.8P ◦fluid ≤ Pfluid ≤
0.9P ◦fluid, with the actual value 0.825P
◦
fluid). The reservoir length is varied between 1.5 and
2.5 km; the actual value L = 2.1 km. Such ranges are not considered unrealistic because
the reservoir pressure and length typically can be estimated from well pressure at depth
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and seismic images, respectively. Due to the high computational cost of forward modeling
and post-processing, it is currently impractical to run inversions for a wider range of these
parameters.
5.4.3 Objective function
Both the reference reservoir and trial inversion models are depressurized from an initial
zero-stress/strain state. Misfits (objective functions) for P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts ∆t








where ∆tref are the time shifts for the reference reservoir, and k = 1, 2, ..., N are the indi-
vidual traces in the shot record. For both the baseline and monitor surveys we use a single
source located above the center of the reservoir (Figure 5.2). Time-shift trends for sources
displaced with respect to the reservoir center are discussed in Smith and Tsvankin (2012).
In principle, the methodology employed here can be implemented for multiple shot records
and reflector/wave type combinations.









Misfits discussed below have not been normalized to facilitate comparison of results for
different wave types at specific reflectors. The smoothing of time shifts in post-processing
amounts to an unspecified regularization term added to equation 5.4.
To evaluate the stability of the inversion algorithm, time shifts for the reference reser-
voir are contaminated by Gaussian noise with standard deviations of 5 ms and 10 ms (we
also present results for noise-free data). This noise corresponds to moderate (5 ms), and
significant (10 ms) levels of time-shift errors with respect to the P-wave shifts in Figure
5.2a. Although average noise of 10 ms may be comparable to P-wave time shifts measured
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in the field, it amounts to about 50% of the P-wave shifts directly beneath the reservoir, and
only 25% of the S-wave shifts below the reservoir. While low levels of noise can mask and
smooth out only short-length features in the time-shift curves, too much noise can distort
time-shift behavior at all scales. The influence of noise on misfit characteristics is discussed
in Appendix C.
5.4.4 Inversion algorithm
While here we invert for reservoir pressure drop and length, potentially it may be
possible to simultaneously estimate other reservoir parameters (i.e., the elastic properties,
effective stress coefficient, etc.), or the pressure distribution in several compartments. In
fact, the methods described here can be applied to more complicated reservoir geometries by
employing multicompartment modeling. Obviously, this could greatly expand the parameter
space and complicate the inversion.
As mentioned above, changes in time shifts with respect to pressure-induced stiffness
perturbations are generally nonlinear (Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b). Time shifts become
increasingly nonlinear for shorter reservoirs with large stress/strain anomalies at the corners.
Therefore, we have devised a hybrid inversion technique (Appendix B) that combines the
convergence characteristics of a gradient algorithm with the ability of global inversion to
identify and avoid local minima.
Our method is based on the “nearest neighbor” algorithm of Sambridge (1999) that
samples the parameter space, dividing the objective function into so-called Voronoi cells.
Nearest neighbor selects a subset of minimum-misfit models to update, and divides those
cells by inserting new models via a random walk or Gibbs-sampler within the cell. This
procedure helps obtain a discrete (compartmentalized) estimate of the misfit but it does
not give any gradient information. Thus, model updates may be located up-gradient from
local or global minima, reducing the rate of convergence. To update the existing set of
inversion models, our algorithm estimates the local gradient using some of the minimum-
misfit models. The global portion of the algorithm is designed to fill unsampled voids in the
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parameter space, preventing the search from getting trapped in local minima. Therefore,
multiple gradient-trackers can simultaneously converge toward local minima or, if found, the
global minimum.
5.4.5 Evolution of the misfit surface
Figure 5.3a-e demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to reconstruct the structure of
the misfit surface (2D slice in multiparameter inversions), while converging to local/global
minima. The surfaces are interpolated using the misfits for all forward models run through
the current iteration. Figure 5.3f shows how the objective function that includes joint-wave
type misfits (equation 5.5) from reflector C changes during five inversion iterations. Gaussian
noise with a standard deviation of 5 ms was added to the time shifts of the reference reservoir.
Four initial models (black circles in Figure 5.3a) were placed in the parameter space
using a pseudo-regular distribution, which ensures that they are not equidistant from one
another. Thus, the step sizes of all the initial-model updates are different, and the parameter
space is well-sampled prior to the next iteration. At each iteration, a single minimum-misfit
model was used for gradient estimation and model updates (see Appendix B). In addition
to updated models inserted near the current low-misfit models, ten “exploration” models
per iteration were added to better sample the parameter space. The maximum number of
computed models was set to 100.
By the third iteration (Figure 5.3c), the general structure of the misfit surface is reason-
ably well-defined by the exploration models. The normalized joint misfit drops by approx-
imately 25% in only five iterations (Figure 5.3f), resulting in an inverted pressure drop of
16.5% and reservoir length of 2.19 km (both are reasonably close to the actual values). Addi-
tional misfit reductions can be achieved by adjusting the termination conditions (Appendix
B). Increasing the number of minimum-misfit/gradient-estimation models will further reduce















Figure 5.3. Evolution of misfit surfaces for the inversion of joint-misfit data (equation 5.5)
from reflector C. Plot (a) shows the locations of the initial inversion models (circles). Five
iterations (a-e) were completed employing 57 forward models. The normalized minimum
joint misfit (f) falls by approximately 25%, and the sub-tolerance change in misfit between
iterations 4 and 5 terminated the inversion. Reference reservoir time shifts were contaminated
with Gaussian noise having a standard deviation of 5 ms. The surfaces are interpolated
between the misfit values for all models computed through the specified iteration. The
reference reservoir pressure drop and length (marked by the cross) are 17.5% and 2.1 km,
respectively. The location of the minimum-misfit model at each iteration is marked by a
diamond, with a final solution (plot e) of ∆P = 16.5% and L = 2.19 km.
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5.5 Analysis of Numerical Results
For the entire set of inversion results, the reference reservoir parameters and constraints
are the same as those in Figure 5.3. While only one minimum-misfit model was used for
gradient tracking in the joint-misfit inversions, two gradient trackers were employed for the
P-, S-, and PS-wave inversions to increase convergence rates and resolve multiple minima.
The maximum number of allowed forward models for the individual modes was also increased
from 100 to 200. A minimum of 80 forward models and three iterations were required before
tolerance-based termination was permitted. All inverted pressure drops and reservoir lengths
appear in Table 5.1
5.5.1 Inverted pressure and length
All pressure-inversion results arranged by wave type are displayed in Figure 5.4. Be-
cause P-wave time shifts in the overburden are small (Figure 5.2a), they are easily masked
by noise. Thus, P-wave inversion for reflector A is successful only for noise-free data (Figure
5.4a). However, the magnitude of the P-wave shifts accumulated in the overburden increases
with depth and reaches maximum values at the top of the reservoir (reflector B). Further,
these elevated P-wave shifts extend laterally across the entire reservoir (Figure 5.2a). Con-
sequently, inversion of P-wave shifts for reflector B yields accurate pressure estimates even
for 10 ms noise. P-wave time-shift magnitudes are largest immediately beneath the reservoir
due to elevated strains inside it (Figure 5.2a; see Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b) but decrease
to 10-15 ms at reflector C (Figure 5.5a). Thus, P-wave time shifts for reflector C with 5
ms noise still retain the trend of the noise-free data (Figure 5.5b). That pattern, however,
is severely distorted by 10 ms noise (Figure 5.5c), which results in a large null space in the
inversion for ∆P and L (Figure 5.5d, see Appendix C). Therefore, the accurate pressure
estimate obtained from P-wave data for reflector C with σnoise = 10 ms should be consid-
ered fortuitous. In general, inversion for any reflector may be possible when the standard
deviation of the noise does not exceed the range of the time-shift variation.




Figure 5.4. Inverted reservoir pressure drop using the time-shift misfits of (a) P-waves,
(b) S-waves, (c) PS-waves, and (d) the combination of all three modes (joint misfits). The
actual reservoir pressure drop is 17.5%, and is marked by the solid line. Plot legends indicate
the standard deviation of Gaussian noise added to the time shifts of the reference reservoir.
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Figure 5.5. Measured P-wave time shifts vs offset [∆t(x)] from reflector C for (a) noise-
free data (Figure 5.2a), (b) σnoise = 5 ms, and (c) σnoise = 10 ms. (d) The misfit surface
for P-waves from reflector C with σnoise = 10 ms; the actual parameters are marked by the
cross, and inverted parameters by the diamond. (e) S-wave time shifts from reflector C with
σnoise = 10 ms (Figure 5.2b), and (f) the misfit surface for the S-wave shifts from plot (e).
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wave shifts for reflectors A and B, which do not exceed 9 ms in magnitude (Figures 5.2b
and 5.4b). In contrast, the higher-magnitude S-wave time-shift curve for reflector C retains
a distinct trend even after contamination with 10 ms noise (Figure 5.5e), and the misfit
surface possesses a well-defined global minimum (Figure 5.5f). Because time shifts of PS-
waves above the reservoir are mostly controlled by P-wave lags, low-noise PS results for
reflector A are similar to those for P-waves. The low-noise PS-wave shifts (Figure 5.2c) from
reflector B and those from reflector C with all noise levels give acceptable (albeit 3-6% too
low) estimations of ∆P (Figure 5.4c).
Noise-free joint-misfit (P, S, and PS) inversions for all reflectors produce accurate pres-
sure values (±3% of the reference ∆P ). The best results using joint misfits for noisy data
are achieved at the reservoir top, with ∆P estimates for reflector C being somewhat inferior
(Figure 5.4d).
Inverted reservoir length for P-, S-, and PS-waves (and their combination) from all
reflectors is shown in Figure 5.6. Due to the pronounced variations of time shifts beneath
the reservoir with length, accurate inversion results for L (±0.1 km of the actual value)
are obtained for all wave types and noise levels at reflector C. As discussed above, P-wave
time shifts at reflector A are masked by 5 ms noise, and practically obliterated by 10 ms
noise (Figure 5.6a). Thus, similar to the inversion for ∆P , the seemingly accurate estimates
of L for high-noise (10 ms) P- and PS-wave shifts for reflector A should be considered
fortuitous. The P-wave time-shift magnitude increases near the reservoir top, and the length
is well-constrained by the P-wave reflections from interface B for all levels of noise. Optimal
estimates of length from S- and PS-waves are obtained for reflectors B (except for data with
σnoise = 10 ms) and C.
5.5.2 Perturbations in the strain-sensitivity coefficients
There are few available measurements of the third-order stiffnesses C111 and C112, and
most published values correspond to dry core samples at room temperature. Also, stress
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Figure 5.6. Reservoir length (L) estimated from the time-shift misfits of (a) P-waves,
(b) S-waves, (c) PS-waves, and (d) the combination of all three modes. The actual reservoir
length (2.1 km) is marked by the solid line.
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Table 5.1. Multiparameter inversion results for reservoir pressure drop and length using
global/gradi-inversion algorithm. Standard deviations of Gaussian noise added to reference
reservoir time shifts (column one) correspond to those of the sensitivity study using a 15%
pressure drop in Smith and Tsvankin (2012). The reference reservoir (Figure 5.1) is 100 m
thick (h), 2 km in length (L), and centered at 1.5 km depth (Zres), with a pressure drop of
∆P = 17.5%.
∆t misfit σnoise (ms) Zref (km) ∆P % Lres (km) Models
P 0 1000 17.5 2.11 123
P 0 1450 17.8 2.09 159
P 0 2000 16.3 2.16 119
P 5 1000 19.1 1.57 97
P 5 1450 17.2 2.02 87
P 5 2000 19.6 2.04 87
P 10 1000 19.2 1.10 87
P 10 1450 16.9 2.01 87
P 10 2000 17.7 2.10 83
S 0 1000 17.6 2.09 84
S 0 1450 17.6 2.10 177
S 0 2000 17.1 2.14 87
S 5 1000 19.0 1.88 121
S 5 1450 18.2 2.15 106
S 5 2000 17.1 2.13 85
S 10 1000 17.7 2.22 87
S 10 1450 19.5 1.56 82
S 10 2000 17.3 2.13 83
PS 0 1000 17.7 2.10 123
PS 0 1450 16.9 2.14 106
PS 0 2000 16.7 2.15 105
PS 5 1000 18.9 2.07 79
PS 5 1450 16.5 2.11 124
PS 5 2000 17.1 2.17 123
PS 10 1000 17.1 2.14 85
PS 10 1450 10.4 2.46 115
PS 10 2000 16.7 2.02 101
Joint 0 1.00 17.5 2.17 99
Joint 0 1.45 17.8 2.10 71
Joint 0 2.00 18.0 2.07 43
Joint 5 1.00 17.6 2.05 71
Joint 5 1.45 17.5 2.11 71
Joint 5 2.00 16.5 2.19 57
Joint 10 1.00 19.4 1.54 49
Joint 10 1.45 16.7 2.12 43
Joint 10 2.00 17.5 2.08 57
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Figure 5.7. Inversion results obtained with distorted third-order stiffnesses C111 and C112.
Each coefficient was perturbed by ±20%, as shown in the legend. The time shifts for the
reference reservoir were obtained with the correct values of C111 and C112. Inversions were
performed using noise-free joint misfits (equation 5.5) from each reflector (black markers -
reflector A, blue markers - reflector B, and green markers - reflector C).
reproduce in situ conditions, and the third-order stiffnesses will likely vary with temperature
and saturation. Figure 5.7 displays the inversion results obtained with the stiffnesses C111
and C112 perturbed by ±20%. In agreement with the sensitivity study of Smith and Tsvankin
(2013b), a 20% increase in C111 causes a 15-20% reduction in the inverted pressure (see the
cluster on the left of plot). Inverted pressures for C111 reduced by 20% are approximately
15% higher. The perturbations of the coefficient C112, whose magnitude is relatively small,
have negligible influence on the inversion. The estimated length is less sensitive to errors in
C111 than is pressure, with almost all results falling within ±5% of the actual value.
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5.5.3 Accuracy in reconstructing the strain field
In Figure 5.8, we illustrate the differences in the horizontal, vertical, and shear strains
between the reference reservoir and the models corresponding to the best-case S- and P-wave
inversions. In identifying the best inversion models, we consider only the results for noise-
contaminated data. The strain fields have been smoothed to remove numerical singularities
at the sharp corners of the reservoir, and reveal the nearby field structure where wells may be
located or planned. Although the maximum strain differences reach about 20%, the average
strains for the inverted models deviate from the reference values by only 1-2%.
Interestingly, the model obtained from P-wave inversion (Figure 5.8g,h,i) provides a
better approximation for the strain field than that derived from S-waves (Figure 5.8d,e,f).
For both models the largest vertical-strain differences are inside the reservoir and near the
endcaps, whereas the most significant differences in the horizontal and shear strain are
observed at the endcaps. It should be emphasized that the best-case S- and P-wave models
have close values of the pressure drop (differing by 2.5%). Hence, the errors in the estimated
strains are confined to the vicinity of the reservoir, where the strain field is quite sensitive
to small changes in reservoir pressure.
5.6 Discussion
The results shown here may be considered optimistic compared to those that may be
obtained by applying this method to field data. First, we use a known, simple model ge-
ometry consisting of a single-compartment reservoir with flat boundaries embedded in an
initially homogeneous background, so the compaction produces well-understood stress and
strain fields of low complexity. Second, when generating seismic data and computing time
shifts for inversion, we have the ability to place strong reflectors at locations of our choosing.
Consequently, we generate high signal-to-noise reflections and clean time-shift data (except
where arrivals interfere). Hence, the inverse problem discussed here is better conditioned











Figure 5.8. Comparison of the strain fields for the actual and inverted models. (a,d,g) The
horizontal strain ε11; (b,e,h); the vertical strain ε33; (c,f,i) the shear strain ε13. The strains
for the reference reservoir (∆P = 17.5%, L = 2.1 km) are shown in the top row (a,d,c). The
strain differences (i.e., the difference between the actual strain field and that for an inverted
model) for the “best-case” S-wave and P-wave inversions are shown in the third (d,e,f), and
fourth rows (g,h,i), respectively. Both best-case inversions were carried out for reflector C
with 10 ms noise. The maximum percentage differences in the strain components for S-waves
(d,e,f) are ε11 = 21%, ε33 = 4% , ε13 = 11%, while those for P-waves (g,h,i) are ε11 = 3%,
ε33 = 1%, and ε13 = 2%.
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For example, when dealing with field seismic data, only sections of reflectors may be
available for time-shift measurements. In that case, employing joint misfits (i.e., equation 5.5)
for multiple reflectors and arrivals (P, S, PS) may be necessary. Note that while we have
used only a single shot record for each reflector, improved results should be expected for
multiple sources located both above and to the side of the reservoir.
The P-wave time shifts for our models are larger than than those published in the
literature for field time-lapse data. Modifications to the modeling process such as adding
a pressure-dependent effective stress coefficient α (equation 5.2) will reduce changes in the
stiffnesses, and thus the overall time-shift magnitudes (Figure 5.2). Further, the strain-
sensitivity coefficients used here (Sarkar et al., 2003) were measured at room temperature
on dry rock, and are likely to be different from in situ values. Adjusting the geomechanical
modeling to incorporate in situ reservoir rock physics should reduce the modeled strains and
time shifts. However, the spatial patterns of time shifts around the reservoir (Figure 5.2) will
remain essentially the same, as will the time-shift variations with wave type. For example,
the P-wave shift pattern of Figure 5.2a is similar to the lower-magnitude time shifts measured
for the Shearwater North Sea reservoir (Staples et al., 2007). Thus, the dependence of the
inversion results on the input data and signal-to-noise ratio is adequately addressed by the
presented study.
5.7 Conclusions
We applied a hybrid global/gradient algorithm to evaluate the feasibility of inverting
compaction-induced time shifts of P-, S-, and PS-waves for reservoir pressure and length.
The time shifts were measured for three reflectors around a single-compartment reservoir
embedded in an initially homogeneous, isotropic medium. The hybrid inversion algorithm
presented here extends the “nearest-neighbor” method by estimating the local gradient at
a subset of low-misfit models in the parameter space. This makes the developed technique
applicable to more complicated inverse problems, including those for multicompartment
reservoirs.
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Our numerical analysis helps identify the reflector locations and wave types that should
be used to invert for the reservoir parameters for different levels of noise. Reflectors in the
overburden generate small time shifts that are suitable for inversion only when the data
are essentially noise-free. The magnitude and lateral extent of time shifts increase near the
reservoir, making it possible to invert even noisy P-wave reflections from the reservoir top
for pressure changes. The most accurate pressure estimates for noise-contaminated S-and
PS-wave data are obtained using reflections from interfaces beneath the reservoir, where the
shear-wave time shifts reach their maximum values. Reservoir length is well-constrained by
the time shifts of all modes from the reservoir top (except for high-noise S and PS data) and
from reflectors beneath the reservoir. It should be also noted that inversion of reflections
from deep interfaces typically requires computing fewer forward models. Inversion of joint
(P, S, PS) time shifts using models with ±20% errors in the strain-sensitivity coefficients
resulted in comparable distortions in the pressure drop, but insignificant errors in reservoir
length.
The results of this work can be used to model expected strain and stress changes around
the depressurizing reservoir. The maximum differences between the strain values computed




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
I have modeled and inverted multicomponent seismic time shifts for a heated nuclear
waste disposal tunnel and a depressurizing reservoir. Both models incorporate rock-physics
properties from laboratory measurements, and variations in the model parameters (temper-
ature, pressure) are small enough that the resulting changes in the induced stress and strain
are assumed to be linear. While both systems are two-dimensional and employ simplified
geometries, they provide physical insight into time-lapse geomechanics and establish limits
on what may be observed using time-shift measurements.
Time-lapse signatures around a prototype nuclear waste storage tunnel demonstrated
detectable subsurface changes due to increasing temperatures inside the tunnel. Separation
between P- and S-wave arrivals passing through heated rock around the tunnel increased
as heating occurred, and remained unchanged when the temperature in the tunnel and sur-
rounding rock reached a constant value. This P-S traveltime gap was exploited to determine
the correct velocity model for waveform simulation. Using laboratory data for granite sam-
ples with similar quartz content to that of Yucca Mountain volcanic tuff, elliptically-shaped
spatial velocity distributions were computed based on thermal data from boreholes in the
tunnel walls. Modeled and field waveforms have similar kinematics, which confirms the
accuracy of the velocity model and shows that seismic measurements can be used to re-
motely monitor the temperature inside the tunnel. Further, no perturbations to the arrivals
are present that would be indicative of the presence of localized concentrations of water
or steam in the pore space near the tunnel. Thus, velocity changes are attributed to the
thermal expansion of the matrix, and compaction of dynamic/compliant fracture porosity.
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The rest of the thesis is devoted to modeling and inversion of traveltime shifts of re-
flected waves around a compacting petroleum reservoir. Geomechanical modeling of pressure-
dependent strain (and thus strain-dependent stiffness/velocity) makes it possible to simulate
time shifts of P-, S- and PS-waves. Laboratory measurements of rock-physics parameters
have to be employed to obtain the effective pressure of the reservoir (the effective stress co-
efficient, α, equation 1.5), and to compute stiffness changes due to strain (strain-sensitivity
coefficients, cijlkmn, equation 1.6). Following finite-element modeling of compaction-induced
strain/stiffness, elastic full-waveform data are generated for baseline and monitor surveys and
used to estimate time shifts. The time-shift trends obtained for single- and multicompart-
ment reservoirs at various depths and pressure drops reveal characteristic spatial patterns
and magnitudes as a function of source/receiver locations and position in the subsurface.
Deviatoric and volumetric strains are both responsible for stiffness/velocity changes in and
around the reservoir, demonstrating that triaxial strains are necessary for accurate modeling
of time shifts. Only minor perturbations to time-shift distributions are caused by variations
in the reservoir shape or mild tilt of the reservoir.
P-wave time shifts exhibit substantial offset dependence even at receiver locations out-
side the reservoir. This is due to compaction-induced anisotropy, with TTI (transverse iso-
tropy with a tilted symmetry axis) symmetry for the 2D geomechanical models studied here.
The symmetry axis is tilted primarily near the corners of the reservoir, with the medium
close to VTI (TI with a vertical symmetry axis) for most of the section. Elevated volumetric
(compressional) and deviatoric (shearing) strains inside the reservoir increase the magnitude
of P-wave shifts directly beneath the reservoir. Deviatoric strains are largely responsible for
offset-dependent P-wave time shifts in the overburden and beneath the corners of the reser-
voir. These results generally confirm those obtained previously using ray-tracing techniques.
The maximum P-wave time shifts for the models in this thesis reach 45 ms.
S-waves, and the S-leg of converted waves, experience weak anisotropy because the
medium is close to elliptically anisotropic. S-wave time shifts are substantially larger than
those for P-waves for reflectors beneath the reservoir (2-3 times), with approximately equal
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contributions from the volumetric (compressional) and deviatoric (shearing) strains. PS-
wave time shifts are a function of the reflection point and of whether the reflected wave
passes through the reservoir. The maximum S-wave shifts reach 90 ms at a 50% pressure
drop for a reservoir depth of 2.5 km. For the same ∆P , the PS-wave time shifts beneath the
reservoir reach 55 ms, or approximately half that of S-waves.
This modeling study was followed by a sensitivity analysis of P-, S-, and PS-wave
time shifts for the same single-compartment reservoir model. The study compares the time
shifts (and the associated L2-norm misfits) computed for a reference reservoir at a pressure
reduction of 15% and for a range of modeled reservoirs with pressure reductions up to 30%.
In addition, I study the sensitivity of time shifts to reservoir length. In regions of low strain,
time shifts were found to be linear in strain and reservoir pressure. However, large strains in
and around the reservoir cause pronounced stiffness variations and make time shifts nonlinear
in reservoir pressure. Similarly, as the length L of the reservoir is reduced, large strains at
the reservoir endcaps result in nonlinear variation of time shifts in L.
I compute the L2-norm misfits for time shifts from reflectors located ±0.5 km above
and below the reservoir, and from the reservoir top. Sensitivity data were computed for pure
modes and combined wave types, with Gaussian noise (with standard deviations up to 10 ms)
added to the reference-reservoir time shifts. The greatest sensitivity to reservoir pressure
is observed for S-waves reflected from below the reservoir. If strains are relatively low, a
two-compartment reservoir with the same dimensions as a single-compartment reservoir has
time shifts equivalent to those of the single-compartment model. This confirms the ability
to model the strain field of multicompartment reservoirs using the superposition of strains
produced by each compartment.
The thesis concludes with an inversion study, in which P-, S-, and PS-wave time shifts
are used to estimate the pressure drop and length of a single-compartment reservoir. Time
shifts from three reflectors around the reference reservoir were contaminated with Gaussian
noise having standard deviations of 5 ms and 10 ms (low- and high-noise, respectively). The
objective function is the L2-norm of the time-shift residuals with respect to the reference
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reservoir. The inversion is performed using a hybrid global/gradient algorithm based on
the nearest-neighbor method. Generally, inversion is possible when the magnitude of the
variation of time shifts along the reflector exceeds the noise level. P-wave time shifts at the
top of the reservoir have a sufficiently large magnitude to provide accurate ∆P estimates
regardless of noise level. The best pressure inversions for S- and PS-wave time shifts are
achieved using reflectors below the reservoir.
Reservoir length is generally well constrained by time shifts from the top of the reser-
voir and deeper interfaces for all wave types and most noise levels. Errors of ±20% in the
strain-sensitivity coefficient C111 produce approximately the same distortions in the inverted
pressure, but insignificant variations in the reservoir length. The maximum differences be-
tween the strain fields for the best inverted models and those for the reference reservoir do
not exceed 20%. Although currently restricted to 2D, the inversion algorithm is directly
applicable to time-shift inversions for multicompartment reservoirs.
6.2 Recommendations for additional research
Improved monitoring of both temperature and condition of the rock around the Yucca
Mountain tunnel could be achieved by studying the frequency and curvature of the diffracted
(Franz) waves circling the structure. Unfortunately, the seismic array was not designed for
the purpose of long-term monitoring, but rather to triangulate the locations of acoustic emis-
sions (Kaiser effect) that are indicative of stress-induced fracturing of rock. The employed
seismic events were generated by a series of check shots (hammer blows) intended to verify
that the seismic array was functioning. Any further improvements would require repeating
the experiment with the explicit intention of monitoring time-lapse thermal changes.
For the depressurizing reservoir, the analysis in the thesis breaks down into four parts:
geomechanics, seismic, time-shift estimation, and inversion. The inversion methodology was
tested extensively using approximate forward modeling of time-shift curves, but could benefit
from additional testing and benchmarking. Alternative methods for computing time shifts
could be devised and tested with the geomechanical models. However, most improvements
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to the existing methodology should involve additional inversion studies, comparison with
time shifts from an actual reservoir, and refinements of the geomechanical modeling.
While I have shown that multicomponent time shifts from the compacting reservoir can
be inverted for the pressure and compartment length, the data were generated for a single
source above the reservoir center. Employing multiple source locations, including those
outside the reservoir projection, can exploit the P-wave anisotropy around the reservoir and
the large time shifts on the side of the reservoir opposite to the source (Chapter 3, Figures 8,
9, and 10, plots c,d,e,f). It would be useful to study the impact of additional combinations
of wave types and reflectors (or partial reflectors) on the inversion. Further, because the
time-shift magnitudes of S- and PS-waves are significant and change at different rates with
∆P , it may be possible to compute the reservoir pressure drop using the ratio of the S- and
PS-wave ∆t magnitudes. While many inversion test regimens can be easily programmed, the
computational process is currently time consuming, and could be streamlined. Inversions
to test the ability to resolve the pressure drop of one reservoir compartment with respect
to the other compartment held at a fixed ∆P (see Chapter 4) have been run, but require
additional analysis.
An initial goal of the research was to compare time shifts from a modeled reservoir
to those for an actual field data set (the software was written with this in mind). Fuck
et al. (2011) study the stress distributions for the single-compartment reservoir embedded
in a vertically heterogeneous model from the Valhall field, with different stress-sensitivity
coefficients above and below the reservoir. Their results show that the stress/strain patterns
discussed in Chapter 3 exhibit only slight perturbations due to the layering. Hence, vertical
velocity and density variations should not result in major perturbations to the time shifts.
In fact, the spatial distribution of P-wave time shifts from the Stillwater reservoir in the
North Sea (Staples et al., 2007), is comparable to the distribution for the tilted reservoir
in Chapter 3 (Figure 15g). However, a comparison between modeled and field shot records
using a more complicated/realistic background model is desirable.
The ability to invert the modeled time shifts is related to the ratio of the noise and the
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absolute range of the time-shift variations at each reflector. However, the shifts modeled
here are larger than those commonly published for field data. As discussed in Appendix A,
rock properties generally change in a nonlinear fashion with pressure. The pressure changes
in our models, however, are low enough that we assume that the rock behaves linearly. How-
ever, while the results provide physical insight into the characteristics of the time shifts,
the geomechanical modeling can be improved by including fluid bulk moduli. An example
from Minkoff et al. (2004) shows how geomechanical models incorporating fluid flow, poros-
ity, and permeability produce lower P-wave velocities compared to those obtained just from
compaction and fluid movement. Mansouri (2008) suggests that fluid effects within the reser-
voir can make contributions to time shifts comparable to those due to compaction/stress,
which complicates the separation of the fluid and compaction signatures. Therefore, ge-
omechanical modeling for significant pressure drops should be adjusted to account for fluids
and porosity, or laboratory-measured velocities used for modeling should be scaled to values
observed at reservoir conditions.
Appendix D presents the derivation of an effective stress coefficient (α) for fluid-saturated
rocks. Making the effective stress coefficient in equation 1.5 pressure/porosity-dependent ren-
ders the equation nonlinear. As discussed in Chapter 3, the effective stress coefficient goes
to zero as the aggregate bulk modulus of the reservoir approaches that of the matrix, and
is nonlinear in applied stress. Then the strain becomes nonlinear in fluid pressure and will
asymptotically approach a constant value at higher levels of compaction. Stiffness changes
will follow this trend, which should reduce the magnitude of time shifts.
Large discrepancies exist between the R-factor values of Hatchell and Bourne (2005)
obtained from field data and those measured in the rock-physics lab by Bathija et al. (2009).
Field values of R typically are less than 10, while the lab-measured value for the Berea
sandstone used in this thesis is 729. These results may be indicative of the differences
between rock properties estimated at in situ and laboratory conditions. The strain-sensitivity
coefficients (cijklmn) are typically measured on dry samples at low temperatures with uniaxial
stress, and under small strains compared to those for actual reservoirs. Hence, data collected
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on larger samples at reservoir conditions may be needed to account for reservoir properties
including the contributions of fractures of multiple length scales. Scaling of the strain-
sensitivity coefficients (cijklmn) using lab and field estimates of the R-factor (see Appendix
E) may result in a better agreement between modeled and field time shifts, and permit the
construction of more reliable predictive geomechanical models for 4D surveys.
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APPENDIX A
ROCK-PHYSICS ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE GEOMECHANICAL MODEL
The geomechanical modeling in this thesis employs the physical properties of Berea
sandstone measured by Sarkar et al. (2003). All physical parameters, including the strain-
sensitivity coefficients, are identical to those used in Fuck et al. (2009b, 2011). The sandstone
is assumed to remain undamaged, and the reservoir depressurizes uniformly, so there is no
need to simulate fluid movement within the rock.
However, rock properties generally behave in a nonlinear fashion in response to applied
stress/strain. These properties depend on the frequency of applied stress and are different
for dynamic (low amplitude, high frequency displacements) and static (large amplitude, low
frequency) measurements.
Dynamic estimates are typically made at frequencies of ultrasonic (lab) or seismic waves,
whereas static measurements correspond to lower frequencies typical for geomechanical dis-
placements. The resulting moduli, velocities, etc., are nonlinear in applied stress. This
behavior is described by the idealized viscoelastic response of a standard linear solid, or
power-law relationships (Dvorkin et al., 1995; Hofmann et al., 2005; Shapiro and Kaselow,
2005; Zoback, 2007). Static moduli are approximated for our models by reducing empirical
velocities by 10% and computing the bulk and Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratio from P-
and S-wave velocities and density (Yale and Jamieson, 1994; Fuck et al., 2009b; Fjær, 2009).
Figure A.1 shows measurements of the dynamic and static Young’s moduli vs axial stress
for Castlegate sandstone (Fjær, 2009). The data were obtained in a triaxial apparatus with
the initial vertical stress (σ◦z) equal to the horizontal confining stress (σr) of 12 MPa. The
results of this experiment justify the assumption that the sandstone in our geomechanical
models remains undamaged.





Figure A.1. Dynamic and static measurements of the Young’s modulus of Castlegate sand-
stone (curves smoothed from data in Fjær, 2009). The rock fabric is considered damaged
when the trend of the static Young’s modulus deviates from that of the dynamic modulus
(at approximately 50 MPa). Pore-space cartoons are from Shapiro and Kaselow (2005).
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increasing stress; both curves are nonlinear with just two predominantly linear regions. The
solid straight line (asymptote) shows an approximately linear change in the modulus with
applied stress that corresponds to the closing of compliant fracture pore space (upper left
cartoon) (Batzle et al., 1980; Shapiro and Kaselow, 2005). The dashed line indicates a second
linear trend where the stiff pores within the matrix are compressed, damaging the rock fabric
(upper center cartoon). Rock property changes along this asymptote are slower compared
to the first asymptote. If the rock is compressed enough to induce damage, reducing the
stress will cause the modulus to follow a straight line back to the vertical axis resulting in
an open hysteresis loop (Ide, 1937; Grêt et al., 2006). Similar behavior for granite can be
seen in Figure 3d of Chapter 2 (Carmichael, 1989; Grêt et al., 2006).
The static modulus curve in Figure A.1 takes a downward turn at approximately 50
MPa, indicating mechanical failure (fracturing) of the rock. However, high-frequency waves
can still propagate through asperities (contact points/patches) between sections of the rock,
as demonstrated by the unperturbed trend of the dynamic modulus curve (Fjær, 2009).
The reservoir in our model is subjected to confining stresses of approximately 23 MPa,
with differential pressures of 4.3 MPa for fluid pressure reductions of 20%. Therefore, the
pressure applied to the reservoir rock remains well below the failure limit, and we assume




Because time shifts are generally nonlinear in pressure (Smith and Tsvankin, 2013b),
we have developed a hybrid inversion algorithm that combines the advantages of global and
gradient methods. Gradient inversion algorithms (Gaussian, Levenberg-Marquardt, conju-
gate gradient, etc.; see Gubbins, 2004; Aster et al., 2005) require the inversion to begin
with a model close to the global minimum (true solution). However, the structure of the
misfit function is unknown, and may be complicated. Also, gradient algorithms typically
need several forward models per iteration to compute the gradient and curvature (Jacobian,
Hessian) of the objective function and estimate the update step size in the parameter space.
Misfit data for all generated models typically are not retained, and cannot be used in later
iterations.
The gradient portion of our algorithm is based on the “nearest neighbor” method of
Sambridge (1999). The inversion begins with a regular distribution of initial models in pa-
rameter space that have been randomly perturbed to assure that they are neither equidistant
to each other or the center of the parameter space (Figure 5.3a). At each iteration the al-
gorithm computes the misfit for each forward model and selects a subset of minimum-misfit
models to update. Nearest-neighbor method divides parameter space into Voronoi cells and
updates minimum-misfit models using a Gibbs’s sampler or random walk in each cell. In con-
trast, our algorithm estimates local gradients of the objective function in the region around
the minimum-misfit subset, and places updated models along the gradient direction.
Figure B.1 illustrates the method used for estimating the local gradient for the des-
ignated Nc minimum-misfit models in the parameter space (equations 5.4 or 5.5). Each
of these Nc models (point M in Figure B.1) is assumed to reside in a local minimum of


















Figure B.1. Local gradient estimation using nearest models in a two-dimensional (K = 2)
parameter space [P1, P2]. Each minimum-misfit model (point M) is assumed to be in a local
minimum. The gradient direction is estimated by summing the vectors MN and MQ, where
N and Q are the nearest models. If the misfits at N and Q are greater than that at M, new
models are placed along and orthogonal to the estimated gradient vector at distances equal
to ±(1/2)min(|MN|, |MQ|).
K-dimensional parameter space (points N and Q in Figure B.1). If the K nearest models
possess larger misfits, the direction of the gradient is estimated as the sum of the vectors
between the minimum-misfit model and those neighbors. Model updates are inserted in the
direction of the estimated gradient; one is located up-gradient, and one down-gradient. At
least one additional model is added orthogonal to the gradient, should the current model
reside at a saddle point. In the two-parameter inversions shown here, four update models
were added at each iteration (two parallel and two orthogonal to the gradient) near the
current misfit model. Each of the Nu update models is inserted at one-half the distance to
the nearest model used to estimate the gradient direction, thus sampling the local parameter
space around the Nc minimum-misfit models. Should none of the updated models possess
a lower misfit, their data are simply incorporated into the gradient estimation at the next
iteration. This results in a sequence of updates that converges down-gradient toward the
local minima (see Figure C.1a).
Note that computing Jacobians and Hessians is not required, and the method is compu-
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tationally simple enough so that one can run many simultaneous gradient-tracking updates
(i.e., gradient trackers). Further, this technique reduces convergence time compared to that
of a standard global algorithm because models located in basins of convergence descend along
the gradient in a systematic fashion (Figure C.1a, also see Appendix C).
Global inversion algorithms (Monte-Carlo, Metropolis, genetic; see Sen and Stoffa, 1995)
can explore the entire parameter space and avoid local minima, but typically require many
more models than gradient techniques. Here, the goals are to sample parameter space effi-
ciently to delineate the structure of the objective function, and differentiate between local
and global minima. In addition to the Nc ∗Nu gradient estimation/tracking models, Ne “ex-
ploration” models are inserted into parameter space. The exploration models are sequentially
inserted into voids in the parameter space. These voids are identified by locations having the




is the distance from the ith model in the current set, and γ is a constant. If a smaller misfit
value occurs at one of the exploration models, that model is incorporated into the subset
of Nc convergence/update models, and gradient estimation/tracking shifts to that region of
parameter space. Therefore, estimating and tracking the local gradient moves the search
toward a local minimum, while the global/exploration models potentially make it possible
to find the global minimum. As the inversion progresses, data from all computed forward
models are saved in memory, which helps build the misfit surface by interpolation (Figures
C.1a,b and 5.3).
The inversion is typically terminated when changes in the user-specified misfit value fall
below a specified tolerance level. It is necessary to specify a minimum and maximum number
of iterations (or models) run before terminating the inversion. In some cases, the inversion
halts when the total number of iterations or forward models passes a limit specified by the
user. However, should the algorithm become trapped in one or more local minima, the user
may increase the number of exploratory models per iteration (Ne), the number of gradient
trackers (Nc), the minimum or maximum number of models to be run before termination,
or all of these parameters.
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In the examples shown here, the algorithm is implemented in a 2D parameter space,
but the extension to higher-dimension parameter sets is straightforward. While not done
here, interpolating the N-dimensional misfit surface may allow for an additional, and poten-
tially more accurate update model to be placed in parameter space at the minimum of the
interpolated misfit function. This provides an estimate of the global minimum, and placing
a model there may increase the rate of convergence.
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APPENDIX C
BEHAVIOR OF THE INVERSION ALGORITHM
The misfit curve in Figure 5.3f illustrates the convergence characteristics of the hybrid
algorithm. It is typical for the misfit to drop substantially in the first iteration when the misfit
surface is simple and smooth. As the gradient-tracking part of the algorithm reduces the
step-size over iterations, misfit functions generate traditional “L-shaped” curves. However,
the global portion of the algorithm may locate new local minima in the parameter space, or
a gradient-tracker may turn down a sharp slope. In this case, the misfit curve experiences a
significant drop (e.g., between iterations 3 and 4 in Figure 5.3f).
An example of the gradient-tracking behavior of the algorithm is clearly seen in Figure
C.1a where a series of models descends the misfit surface toward the actual ∆P = 17.5%. The
misfit surface is interpolated using the entire set of inversion models (black circles) from the
current and all prior iterations (no models are chosen/interpolated from the misfit surface).
Note that the parameter space is well-sampled by the global portion of the algorithm.
It is useful to study the misfit surfaces to gauge how well a multiparameter inversion
is conditioned, and determine whether or not the algorithm converges toward the global
minimum. Figure C.1a shows a “bowl-shaped” misfit surface computed using noise-free
P-wave time shifts from reflector A. The addition of noise to the time shifts for the reference
reservoir not only increases the misfit magnitude, but also smoothes the misfit surface by
flattening the data’s power spectrum. This reduces the complexity of the misfit surface
(improves conditioning) and allows the gradient portion of the algorithm to perform more
efficiently. However, as the noise level increases, coherent/desired data become masked and
the misfit surfaces become over-smoothed (Figure C.1b). This flattens out local minima,
creates an extended null space, and causes the inversion for noisy data from shallow reflectors




Figure C.1. (a,b) Misfit (objective function) surfaces, with inversion models marked by
circles, for different levels of noise added to the reference-reservoir time shifts. The misfits are
computed for P-wave time shifts from reflector A (a) without noise and (b) with σnoise = 5 ms.
The actual parameters are marked by crosses, while diamonds mark the final inversion results.
Black circles mark all forward models used in the inversion. (c) The misfit surface for the
best-case PS-wave inversion (using noise-free shifts from reflector A). While this PS-result
is accurate (cross and diamond overlap), the misfit surface is complicated enough to require
the use of a global inversion algorithm.
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from the actual solution at the edges of the parameter space (diamond marker), as the global
portion of the algorithm has not located any additional minima with a lower misfit.
A well-sampled parameter space with a complex misfit surface indicates poor condi-
tioning, and the true solution cannot be found without employing the global portion of the
algorithm. An example is given in Figure C.1c, which corresponds to the best inversion
result for PS-waves. Although there is a well-defined basin of attraction, the misfit surface
is generally complicated, and there is the potential for multiple local minima. This requires
a global algorithm to locate the neighborhood of the actual model.
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APPENDIX D
EFFECTIVE STRESS COEFFICIENT FOR SATURATED MEDIA
Published zero-offset P-wave time-shift magnitudes both 4D survey data and fluid/geo-
mechanical modeling (Guilbot and Smith, 2002; Hatchell and Bourne, 2005; Janssen et al.,
2006; Hodgson et al., 2007; Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro et al., 2008) are generally lower
than the values produced by our pressure-driven geomechanical model. An exception are
±15 ms shifts for Mars field in the Gulf of Mexico observed by Tura et al. (2005).
Figure D.1 shows the effective stress coefficients (α, equation 1.5) for Berea sandstone
as a function of differential pressure (Pconfining − Ppore, Hofmann et al., 2005), measured
using both P- and S-waves (Hornby, 1996). Similar to the Young’s modulus discussed in
Appendix A, the effective stress coefficient for P-waves decreases with pressure, along with
the compacting pore space inside the rock (i.e., with reduction in porosity, φ).
The strains produced by the finite-element geomechanical model (Chapter 4, Figure 3)
are linear in pressure. However, as discussed in Appendix A, rock properties behave in a
nonlinear fashion when subjected to changes in stress (and/or temperature as in the tunnel
model of Chapter 2). Thus, the modeled strains are expected to exhibit at least some degree
of nonlinear behavior.
In this thesis, I have assumed a constant empirical value of 0.85 for α. However, im-
proved geomechanical modeling that includes pressure-driven porosity and/or fluid bulk
moduli should reduce discrepancies between the modeled time shifts and those given in the
literature. Indeed, the effective stress coefficient α will vary with pressure and porosity:
α = 1− Ka
Kg
→ 1− Ka(∆P, φ)
Kg
, (D.1)
which reflects the response of the aggregate rock matrix and pore fluids in equation 1.5 to
the effective pressure that controls strain and stiffness changes [∆Peff = Pc − α(ξPfluid)]. The
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Figure D.1. Dependence of the effective stress coefficients on the applied differential pres-
sure in sandstone (curves smoothed from data in Hornby, 1996). Porosity is reduced with
increasing differential pressure.
aggregate bulk modulus Ka (ratio of hydrostatic stress and volumetric strain), approaches
that of the bulk modulus of the grains (Ka → Kg) when fluids are removed from the rock,
and pore space is compacted (Mavko et al., 2003; Zoback, 2007).
Following Holmes and Holmes (2003) and Mavko et al. (2003), I derive an expression for
a saturated effective stress coefficient [αsat(φ,Kfluid)], which accounts for changing porosity
and/or fluid bulk modulus (Kfluid). The P-wave (“elastic”) modulus (ratio of axial stress to
axial strain) for dry rock is given by:
Mdry = ρ V
2




where Kdry is the bulk modulus of the dry rock, µ is the shear modulus, and ρ is density.
The saturated P-wave modulus is given by:













where φ is the porosity (percent of the rock that is not matrix/grain material). Assuming that
the shear-modulus term in equation D.2 remains unaltered for saturated rock (µsat = µdry),
we write the P-wave modulus of the saturated rock as:


















Figure D.2. Nonlinear effective stress coefficient αsat(φ) for a saturated sandstone (equation
D.6). The thick black line indicates a range of typical sandstone porosities from Mavko et al.
(2003) where αsat(φ) remains approximately constant for small ∆φ, and thus small ∆P .
and solve for the bulk modulus of saturated rock:
Ksat =
Kg [(φ− 1)KdryKfluid + Kg(φKdry + Kfluid)]
Kg [(1− φ)Kfluid + φKg]−KdryKfluid
. (D.5)
Substituting the saturated bulk modulus into equation D.1 for the aggregate bulk modulus







KdryKfluid + Kg[(φ− 1)Kfluid − φKg]
. (D.6)
A similar expression derived from Gassman’s equation appears in Lumley (1995), who inves-
tigates 4D time shifts due to reflector and fluid displacements. However, that result becomes
less accurate as porosity approaches zero.
Figure D.2 shows αsat(φ) from equation D.6 assuming Kg = 37 × 109 Pa for a quartz
matrix, Kdry = 6.6× 109 Pa (average) for drained Berea sandstone (Hart and Wang, 1995),
and Kfluid = 1.7× 109 Pa for Paraffin oil (Engineering Toolbox, 2013). The solid black line
segment in Figure D.2 indicates a range of typical sandstone porosities values (Mavko et al.,
2003) for which the approximately constant value of αsat(φ) justifies keeping α constant for
limited ∆P (as in this thesis).
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For large values of αsat(φ) changes in reservoir remain strongly dependent on fluid
pressure, as expected. However, for larger depressurizations as αsat(φ) approaches zero,
incremental changes in effective pressure (equation 1.5) will decrease, reducing incremental
strain changes (compare to trends in Figure A.1). Thus, the strains shown in Chapter 4
(Figure 4.3) will asymptotically approach a constant value at greater pressure drops, and
the total time shifts will be lower than those for the existing models. Implementing this
expression requires that porosity changes to be estimated from the change in reservoir volume
during geomechanical modeling.
The bulk moduli of the fluid/gas mixture (Kfluid) can easily be altered in equation D.6,
permitting the pore fluid or gas to change as lighter hydrocarbons bubble out of solution, or
as water replaces oil and gas (i.e., the reservoir “waters out”).
Regardless of whether or not fluid effects are included, the ability to invert time shifts
remains dependent on the difference between the minimum and maximum time shifts along a
reflector and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the time-shift curves. Therefore, the inversion




SCALING OF LAB-MEASURED STIFFNESS-SENSITIVITY
COEFFICIENTS USING ESTIMATED R-FACTORS
It may be beneficial to model reservoir geomechanics and expected time shifts prior to
reservoir production and estimation of time shifts and strains from field data. For example,
one may have a seismic image of a reservoir under consideration for production, and is tasked
with building geomechanical models to study production scenarios and well placement.
As discussed above, there are differences in the time-shift magnitudes between the
models employed here and field measurements. Without field data, the geomechanical
model(s) would have to be constructed using lab measurements of rock properties and/or
rock-property estimates from nearby formation outcrops. The laboratory data, however,
may not represent in situ reservoir conditions (temperature, saturation, triaxial stress, ve-
locity, stiffness, strains, etc.). Further, the full set of rock-physics data for a specific ge-
omechanical model may have been collected using different methods (measurements), com-
paction/strains/amplitudes, apparatus, and transducers operating over different frequency
bands.
If vertical time-shift and strain data are available from a 4D survey of the reservoir,















where ∆t is the zero-offset (vertical) time shift, ∆ezz is the change in vertical strain, v is the
vertical velocity in the layer(s) under strain, and Zreservoir is the layer thickness. The factor R
has been empirically determined for a number of fields and typically ranges between one and
eight (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005). The field R-factor is representative of the in situ rock
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properties on the scale of seismic wavelength, adjusting the vertical strain to the observed
time shifts. Equation E.1 is widely used to compute strain from observed time shifts (or time
shifts from modeled strains) assuming a certain value of the R-factor (e.g., Janssen et al.,
2006; Staples et al., 2007; De Gennaro et al., 2008).
A possible indicator of the degree of differences between modeled and field-measured
time shifts is the large discrepancy between laboratory- and field-estimated R-factors. For
example, the lab-measured R-value for the Berea sandstone used in this thesis (729) is two
orders of magnitude larger than existing field estimates (Sarkar et al., 2003; Hatchell and
Bourne, 2005; Bathija et al., 2009). In addition to implementing the effective stress coefficient
for saturated rocks (Appendix D), it may be possible to use the differences between lab- and
field-measured R-values to scale rock properties for geomechanical models. This may yield
time-shift magnitudes that are closer to those measured on field data.
Here we give an expression for adjusting (scaling) the laboratory-measured strain-
sensitivity coefficients (i.e., “third-order stiffnesses,” cijklmn = Cαβγ) of equation 1.6 using
the corresponding scaling of R-factor values. For simplicity, this analysis is restricted to a
vertical-strain formulation. However, as discussed above, triaxial stress/strain formulations
should be used to properly describe compaction-induced strains and stiffness changes.
Assuming an initially isotropic material, the vertical-velocity change ∆V due to compaction-













− V ◦ , (E.2)
where ρ is density, C◦33 = c
◦
3333 is the initial value of the stiffness C33, V
◦ = VP0 =
√
C◦33/ρ
is the initial P-wave vertical velocity, and ∆C33 is the compaction-induced stiffness change.
∆C33 can be expressed through the strain-sensitivity coefficients (third-order stiffness coeffi-
cients) Cαβγ using the nonlinear theory of elasticity (equation 1.6). For an initially isotropic




∆e33 = C333 ∆e33 . (E.3)
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After linearization in ∆C33 and substitution of equation E.3, equation E.2 becomes:





















= − (1 + R) ∆e33 . (E.6)
Combining equations E.5 and E.6, we obtain:
C333 ∆e33
2 C◦33
= − (1 + R) ∆e33 , (E.7)
and
R = − C333
2 C◦33
− 1 . (E.8)




−Cfield333 /[2 (C◦33)field]− 1












where the term “−1” in the denominator was dropped because Rlab  1. Indeed, for
the Berea sandstone sample used in this thesis, ρ = 2140 kg/m3, VP0 = 2300 m/s, and
C lab333 = C
lab
111 = −13, 940 GPa, so the absolute value of the denominator of equation E.9 is
close to 1150. However, Rfield may be much smaller than Rlab, according to existing field
data. Still, Rfield > 1, and for simplicity, we will neglect the term “+2” in the numerator
of equation E.9. Then, assuming that (C◦33)
field ≈ (C◦33)lab, the ratio of the field- and lab-














the strain-sensitivity coefficients for field data would be reduced by more than two orders of
magnitude from the lab-measured values. This will reduce the corresponding stiffness and
velocity changes (see equation 1.6) and, thus, time-shift magnitudes.
While the strain change cancels in the above expressions (equation E.7), strains in
the lab and field are similar only for small reservoir pressure drops. Strain (compaction)
magnitudes in and around actual reservoirs are typically much larger than those under most
laboratory conditions. As compaction becomes nonlinear at large reservoir pressure drops,
a porosity/pressure-dependent (and, therefore, strain-dependent) Cfieldαβγ trend similar to the
saturated effective stress coefficient of Appendix D will likely occur. Additional research and
modeling are needed to verify the effectiveness of the R-factor and Cαβγ scaling discussed




F.1 Archive of Tunnel/Reservoir Computer Software
Software written for modeling the Yucca Mountain tunnel and compacting reservoir
in this thesis, as well as processing/inverting multicomponent field or synthetic waveform
data for compaction-induced time shifts are archived with the Center for Wave Phenom-
ena (CWP), 260B, Green Center, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado, 80401,
http://www.cwp.mines.edu/cwpcodes/. As of the publication of this thesis, all inquires
should be directed to John Stockwell, Jr. (john@dix.mines.edu).
All computer code for these projects was created and executed on OSX Apple Macin-
tosh and Red Hat Linux PC computers with Intel Processors, and Intel or GCC compilers.
“README” files describing the use of the code are included with the archive. All internet
addresses for required open-source software were functional and tested at the time this thesis
was defended (except for the EMC2 CAD software used for tunnel modeling). If not avail-
able via Internet download, archived copies of open-source software used for this research
may be obtained from the project archive.
Please note that my programming style evolved over the course of this work. Generally,
MATLAB function scripts (subroutines/functions) do not have a special naming convention.
No nomenclature was used in early code to label them as such, but later code adds the prefix
“func ” to the beginning of the file name (i.e., DO THIS.m became func DO THIS.m).
No code archival software was employed during the development of this software. How-
ever, all files include a major revision number, and a minor revision letter. Therefore, a
file named PROGRAM 3c.m supersedes PROGRAM 3b.m with minor changes. Similarly,
PROGRAM 3a.m supersedes PROGRAM 2z.m as a major revision. Most programs have
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revision histories in the header (some detailed, some not). Every effort was made to pre-
serve correct dates of last change/update (in other words, all files were copied with “-p”
switches). If in doubt about modifications or which version of code to execute, sort the files
by modification date.
F.2 Tunnel Software
The tunnel modeling software employs empirical, temperature-dependent velocity data
to generate an elliptically-shaped velocity model on a regular grid. The grid is input to
SEM2DPACK (Ampuero, 2007), in a distributed fashion allowing multiple shot processing
across a cluster.
Modeling of the Yucca Mountain tunnel employs:
• MATLAB (http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/) for signal processing and
control.
• SEM2DPACK (http://sourceforge.net/projects/sem2d/) spectral element software for
waveform modeling.
• EMC2 CAD software, by INRIA France (National Institute for Research in Computer
Science and Control, http://www.inria.fr) to design curved-surface quad-meshes for
SEM2DPACK. EMC2 is no longer available for download, and SEM2DPACK now
includes its own meshing algorithms. For reproducibility purposes, a version of EMC2
will be archived with this software at CWP.
F.3 Reservoir Software
The waveform modeling software for reservoir time-shift modeling and measurement
is structured to accept stiffness and density fields. To measure time shifts it will shoot a
baseline (∆P = 0) survey, followed by surveys at single or multiple pressure change values
(∆P > 0), where a positive pressure change is indicative of a pressure drop in the reservoir
(i.e., ∆P = 20% indicates a pressure reduction of 20% of the fluid pressure in the reservoir).
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For each pressure reduction, the user may specify a number of “sampling” reflectors, and a
number of shot point coordinates. Therefore, for each pressure, the code will cycle through
shots and reflectors, generating baseline and monitor shot records, isolate the P-, S-, and PS-
arrivals, and compute the time shifts. The time-shift surfaces of Chapter 3 were generated
using five pressure values, three shot locations, and 22 reflectors, with the surfaces assembled
by interpolating a surface between the time shift curves of each reflector.
For individual modeling runs as described above, data may be entered into
setupGeoSeismicModeling_development2d_multicompartment.m.
For inversion, model parameters are specified in the MATLAB script named
res_inv_multipar1n_TOY_2PAR_INVERSION_looped_multicompartment1c.m
with inversion parameters passed to
func_setupGeoSeismicModeling_development2d_multicompartment.m.
Subsequent execution occurs by following the function or program call at the bottom of the
current code file.
As of this writing, multicompartment modeling code can account for reservoirs with
two compartments. Additional modifications for the structures accounting for regional prop-
erty/velocity assignments following finite-element modeling are required for modeling addi-
tional compartments, and are so noted in the code.
Modeling of the compacting reservoir employs:
• MATLAB for control/execution.
• COMSOL Multiphysics for plane-strain geomechanical modeling of the reservoir. An
acceptable open source alternative, ELMER Multiphysics
(http://www.csc.fi/english/pages/elmer) was studied, but not implemented here.
• SFEWE, an “in-house” CWP/iTeam elastic finite difference code was used to model
multicomponent waveforms. SFEWE is s subprogram developed as part of the Mada-
gascar open source seismic software (http://reproducibility.org/wiki/Main Page).
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• SegyMAT (http://segymat.sourceforge.net/) was used for file conversion and plotting
of SFEWE output within MATLAB.
• MATLAB was used for post-processing of all seismic waveform data.
• MATLAB was used to develop and execute the global/gradient inversion algorithm
designed to invert for reservoir properties.
• GNU Octave (http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/) was used for surface smoothing
in place of a license for the MATLAB Image-Processing Toolkit (this is accomplished
via system calls inside the MATLAB code). This process requires the GNU Octave
Image-Processing Toolkit (http://octave.sourceforge.net/image/).
Although MATLAB is required for the use of COMSOL, users should be able to im-
plement all modeling with GNU Octave in place of MATLAB, and ELMER Multiphysics
in place of COMSOL (with minimal modifications). Processing of waveform data was im-
plemented with MATLAB to afford a greater degree of control and adaptability and avoid
having to adapt/modify existing Seismic Unix or Madagascar code. However, Seismic Unix
(http://www.cwp.mines.edu/cwpcodes/) or Madagascar could be employed in place of MAT-
LAB for these purposes.
The author may be contacted at: SteveSmithCSM@aol.com
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APPENDIX G
SOCIETY OF EXPLORATION GEOPHYSICISTS SEG COPYRIGHT
TRANSFER AGREEMENT FOR PAPERS PUBLISHED IN THE JOURNAL
GEOPHYSICS
This appendix is included in keeping with policies outlined in the Colorado School of
Mines Thesis Writer’s Guide Copyright policy (https://inside.mines.edu/Copyright, March
22, 2013). The form (downloaded from http://www.seg.org/resources/publications/tle/copyright
on March 22,2013) indicates that I, as author, or Dr. Tsvankin, as co-author, having given
this notice, possess the right to reproduce the work of Chapters 2 and 3 (currently published
in the journal Geophysics), as well as Chapter 4 (undergoing review for Geophysics), should
it be published in Geophysics prior to the acceptance of this thesis. Chapter 5 will be sub-
mitted to a journal following a period of exclusive access for sponsors of the Center for Wave
Phenomena (http://www.cwp.mines.edu/).
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